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COM(84) 54 finalEXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM
Council Directive 77/486/EEC on the education of the children of migrant
workers came into force in July 1981. In accordance with Article 5
of the Directive,. in 1982,. the Commission requested the Governments
of the Member States to provide it with full information On the
implementation of the Directive.
On the basis of the information received by March 1983,. the staff
of the Commi ssion drew up a factual report describing the measures
taken by the Member States to implement the three objectives
laid down by the Directive
- to provide tuition to faci litate initial reception including in
particuLar intensive teaching of the language of the host country;
- to provide training and further training of teachers responsible for
the chi ldren of migrant workers;
- to promote the teaching of the mother tongue and culture of the country
of origin.
To take account of the diversity of educational structures in the Lander
of the Federal Republ i c of Germany,. separate reports have been drawn
up for each of the Lander,. together with a summary covering the entire
Federal Republ i c.REPORT TO THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF DIRECTIVE 77/486/EEC ON
THE EDUCATION OF THE CHILDREN OF MIGRANT WORKERS
Article 5 of Directive 771486/EEC,. adopted by the Council .on25 .July 1977,.
stipulates that the Commission must report to the Council on the
application of the Directive throughout the Community within five years.
The Commission prepared this report on the basis of the replies
to a questionnaire transmitted to the Member States in June 1982.
The report inc Ludes :
1. the text of Directive 77/486/EEC,.
2. the text of the questionnaire transmitted to the Member States,.
3. a description,. for each Member State,. of the situation regarding
the application of the Directive. Account has been. taken 
differences in the replies fr:om the respective Lander of the
Federal Republ i c of Germany.No L 199/32. Official Journal  of  the European Communitie$
(Acts  'Whose publicalion is nol obligatory)
COUNCIL
COUNCIL DIRECTIVE
of  25 July '1977
on the education of 'the children of migrant 'Wodcen
(77/4861EEC)
THE COUNCIL OP THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNmES,
Hmn, resard to the Treaty estabtishinB the European
Economic Community. and in particular Article 49
thereof,
Mavin, resard to the proposal from the Commission,
MlVins resa,d to the opinion  of  the European Parlia-
ment(l),
Mavins resard to the opinion of the Economic and
Social Committee (2~
WherellS in its resolution  of  21 January 1974
concerning 8 social action programme ('~ the Council
included in its priority actions those designed 
improve the conditions  of  freedom of movement for
workers relating in particular to reception and to the
education of their children;
Whereas in order  to  permit the integration  of  such
children into the educational environment and the
school system of the host State, they should be able to
receive suitable tuition including teaching of the
lansuage of the host State;
WherellS host Member States should also take, in
conjunction with the Member States of origin, appro-
priate measures to promote the teaching of the
mother tonsue and of the culture  of  the country of
origin of the abovementioned children, with a view
principally to facilitating their possible reintegration
into the Member State of origin,
(I) OJ No C 280, 41. 12. 1975, p. 48,
) OJ No C 45, 27. 2, 1976, p. 6.
) OJ No C 13. 12. 2. 1974, p. 1.
HAS ADOmD THIS DIRI!CTlVll:
Art;cle 1
Th~ Directive shall apply to children for whom
school attendance is compulsory under the lam of the
host State, who are dependants of any worker who is a
national of another Member State, where such chil.
dren are resident in the temtory of the Member State
in which that national carnes on  or  hIlS camed on an
activity as an employed person.
Arlide 
Member States shall, in accordance with their national
circumstances and legal systems, take appropriate
measures to ensure that free tuition to facilitate initial
reception is offered in their tern tory to the children
referred to in Article I, including. in particular, the
teaching  adapted to the specific: needs of such chil.
dren  of the official lansuege or one of the official
lansuages .of the host State.
Member States shall take the measures necessary for
the training and further training of the teachers who
are to provide this tuition. 
Article 
Member States shall, in accordance with their national
circumstances and legal systems, and in cooperation
with States of origin. take appropriate measures to
promote, in coordination with nonnal education,
teaching of the mother toRsue and culture of the
co~ntry of origin for .the children referred to in
Article 1.Official Journal of the European Communities No L 1"/33
Arlicle 
The Member States shall take the necessary measures
to comply with this Directive within four years of its
notification and shan forthwith inform the Commis.
sion thereof.
The Member States shan also inform the Commission
of all laws, resulations and administrative or other
provisions which they adopt in the field JOvemed by
this Directive.
Article 
The Member States shall forward to the Commission
within five years of the notification of this Directive,
and subsequendy at regular intel'Yals at the request of
the Commission, all relevant information to enable
the Commission to report to the Council on the appli.
cation of this Directive.
Arlicle 
This Directive is addressed to the Member States.
Done atBl\Issels,  2S  July 1977.
For  Ihe Council
The Presiunl
H. SIMONETRequest for information from the Member States in accordance
with the provisions of ArticLe 5 of the Council Directive
of 25 July 1977 o.n the education of the children of migrant
workers C77/486/EEC)
Member States are invited to forward to the Commission by
1 November 1982 at the latest alL relevant information for the preparation
of a report which the Commission is required to submit to the Council
under Article 5 of the aforementioned Directive.
To enable the information provided by the Member states to be
presented in a clear and uniform manner, they are requested as far as
possible to foLlow the form of the questionnaire below.
Although the Directive specifiCally concerns onLy the education
of the children of migrant workers from other Member States (Article 1),
the Member States are also invited to inform the Commission of measur.
taken for the education of children of . workers from third countries.I.  Legislative or admini$tr~ttve provisions
1. Have any new legislative or administrative provisions been adopted
.ince.~......~................. in regard to the education 01 the
children  ot  migrant workers, whether or not the latter are nationals
of another Member State?
2. If so, kindly attach the relevant texts.
II.Reception methods (Article 2... first paragraph)
1. D.escribebriefly the types of reception facil ity set up in the
compulsory education sector for pupils with an insuffi cient knowledge
of the language used for teaching... by the national, regional or local
authorities.
2. State the number of pupils entering each type of reception facility,
giving a breakdown
- by language of origin and/or nationality (Community and non-Community
nationals) ;
- by level (primary or lower secondary)
- state the percentage of pupi ls given reception tuition (in relation
to total number of foreign pupils).III.  Tuition in the language and culture of origin (ArticL'e 3)
1. How i~ tuition in the language and culture of origin organized
at national, regional or local level 
- for children from other Member states ?
- for chi ldren from non-member countries?
In the context of the reception system (1)?
In the context of normal education:
- at pr i mary leve l 
- in the first stage of secondary education?
. number of hours week ly for each  year
. number of pupils at each level and by language taught
. number of pupi ls involved in relation to total number of
foreign pupils.
1 . Outside the schooL system:
- on the responsibility of the
- on' the responsibil ity of the
of origin?
- on the responsibil ity of immi.grants
host country?
consular authorities of the country
associations? (2)
For each of these alternatives,.. give:
- a description of the type of tuition
- number of hours week ly for each year
- number of pupi ls at each level and by language
- number of pupi ls involved in relation to totaL
pupils.
hug ht
number of foreign
Where these courses are given in school premisses,.. whether pubLic
or subsidized, is rent charged?
If so,.. who i.s responsible for payment?
(1) If the language of origin is also the language used for reception tuition
or part thereof, the answer to this question already appears under 2.
(2) This question should be answered insofar as information is available.Is a contribution obtained for operating costs (lighting,
cLeaning, heat ing)?
If so", from what source?
2. .!.e.!c1!,e.r.s oi .lh,! l:..a,!2g.!;!.a.a.e a,!2d c.!;!.ltu.r.e oi  r.i9 in
1. Host country nationals:
- what is their status and who is their employer?
- what qualifications have they?
2. Teachers from the countries of origin;
- what is their status and who is their employer (officials .
detachment, employees of the consular service,. regional or
locaL authorities,. immigrants ' associations, etc.
3. In each of the two cases above, who is responsible for school
inspection and educational guidance?
3. ioEP,!r.!tio,!2 E.etw,!e,!2 .lh,! 1!,o!,t EP.!:!.I1trx. .!n,9..lO,! ~o.!;!.n.!,rie.Loi ,2,r.i9in c.2,v.!.rin.s.
in,!e,g.,r.!t,!d- t.!;!.i.li.2,n - i,!2 .lh,! l:..a,!2g.!;!.a.a.e a,!2d c.!;!.l.lu.r.e oi .2,r.i9..ill.
1. With which Member States of the Community
. have bi lateral agreements been concluded?
. are negot i at ions in progress?
2. With which non-memb~ country or countries
. have bi lateral agreements been concluded?
. are negotiations in progress?
Kindly attach the texts of any relevant agreements.IV.  Teache~ training
1.  Ho!, c.2,.u.!2t.!J'_n.!tioD..a.li
1. Prpliminary training
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
- do primary and lower secondary school teachers receive
pre:Liminary training in preparation for their work with migrant
chi ldren?
- if so,.. what is the nature of this preliminary training?
give the number of teachers qualifying in 1981 who received
preL iminary training of this type.
, 4. 2. Further training
................
Is further in response to the specific needs of migrant children
avai lab Le?
. if so,.. give details
. give the number of teachers who received training of this type
in 1981.
2.  l.e.!c.b.e.!:.s fr,E,m t.b.e c,E,u.!2t.!:. i~s _01 E.!:. ig in
1. Prel iminary training
. . ... .. . ... ..~.. . ...
Is there,.. in your country,.. a preLiminary or suppLementary training
scheme for teachers intending to work with the chi Ldren of your
country s nationaLs resident abroad?
. if so,.. what is the nature of this preliminary training?
. give the number of teachers qualifying in 1981 who received
preliminary training of this type.
(1) In answering these questions,.. please specify the organi:dng authorities
for each type of training
- national and/or
- regional and/or
- local authorities
- private bodies.2. Further training
................
- Do your consular services organize further training courses
for teachers responsibLe for the children of your country
nationals?
. if so, in whi ch Member States?
. give the number of teachers who received further training
of this type in 1981.
- Are your teachers of the language and culture of origin admitted
to further training courses organized by the host country?
If so, on what conditions?
. give the number of teachers who received further training
of this type in 1981.10.
Description, for each Member State, of the situation regarding
the application of the Oi recti ve
1. The description is based on the replies from the respective Member
States to the questionnaire, of which a copy 15 annexed.
2. Each report contains four chapters
I. Educational statistics
the number. of immigrant children, with a breakdown by nationality,
at each educational level;
II. Description of reception faci l ities at each level of education,
giving figures;
III. Descript ion of measures taken to promote the teaching of the mother
tongue and culture of the country of origin at each level, giving
figures;
IV. Description of measures taken regarding the training .and further
training of teachers responsible fo.r the educati.on of migrant
chi ldren.
3. Each chapter is accompanied b) comments drawing the reader s attention
to strong points, weaknesses or lapses in the application of the Directive.
4. The report attempts to provide, as concisely as possible, objective
information on the measures taken by the education authorities in the
Member States in the areas covered by the Directive.
5. The report does not systemat i ca lly di st i ngui sh between chi ldren of
Community nationals and those from non-member countries. Where the
measures taken by a Member Sate ar.e considered inadequate, the measures
in question concern the chi ldren of both Community and non-Community
nationals unless the contrary is expressly indicated.
Where the report indicates that the Directive or part thereof has not
been appl ied, the infringement noted concerns only the chi ldren of
Community nationaLs. It should be understood that in these cases, the
chi ldren of non-Community nationals are denied the same educational
facilities.11.
Belgium
P'ede1'ti.l  Republio  ot  Ge1'lllBJJir
Wen-Writemberg 
Bavaria
Berlin
Bremen
Kessen
Hamburg
Lower SaxOD3"
North Rhine-Westpha.lia
Rhein1a.nd-PtaJ.~ .
Saarland
SohleBWig-Ho1stein
Denma.:rit
Franoe
Greeoe
I re1and
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
United KingdomB 1.
BELGIUM
Reterell0e year: 1981/1982 sohool year
Dutoh-spealdng region foreign pupils
Nationality Nu.rser;y Prima.r,y Speoial See o11d.a. 
Schools Education Education Eduoatioll
Turkish 2 960 696
.. ..
1 299
Morocoan 2 109 696
.. ..
1105
Italian 1 985 3 491
. ...
2 318
Dutoh 313 4 185
. . ..
5 091
Spanish 466 1 395
. . . .
1. 182 .
Fre11.Oh 426 888
.. ..
412
German 336 651
.. ..
569
Bri Ush 249 554
. . ..
342
Greek 224 409
.. ..
392
Polish 150 240 ...'0 149
Algerian 150 284
. . . . . .. .
Tunisian 131 140
.. .. . ...
Portuguese 256
. . ..
159
. . . . " ,,~. . . . ' . . . . . . . .
12 128 23 360 826 14 119B 2.
~o /81 8ohoo1 year French aDd German-spea.ld.DR Be1rium
Foreip. pupils
oountry  Nu:rsery PrimalY education Second stage Number 
origin Schools and tirst stage ot  secondary girls
seoondary education
education
Denmarl::
....  .. .. .... ....
Germany 514 114 398 160
Frartce 313 15 104 2 670 255
Ireland
.. .. .. .. .... .. ..
Italy 14 236 41 230 1 709 4 212
Luembourg 141 221 345 131
Nether1a.nds 309 361 355 191
United Kingdom 408 927 146
Greet,e 198 504 741 399
Turkey 3 050 090 416 201
Spain 2006 291 914 1089
Porluga.1 499 728 217 140
M:Lghreb 347 542 154 001
Other 3 915 29. 996 818 1 243
37.122 136 918 20. 003 10 099
21.1 % 22. 5 % 15. 3 %
ot  the total number 
pupils (:Belgian + toreip.)
The excellent attendance ra.te in the second stage  ot  secondary education
should be noted. The number  ot  girls slightly exceeds that  ot  boys.B 3.
Reoe'Dticm a~ments
.. 
ar.! !o!1o.ql e!ue.ali.q11
Pre-sohoo1 eduoaticm. is tree &11d ope to all toreip ohi1dren t1'Om the
age  ot  two and a half years.
UncleI' the special tempora:E7 soheme it is possible to employ, in nurse17
8Ohoo18, J"O1U1g teachers who have 11ot tcnmd a pe%IJIIWent post. Where the
number of migrant ohildren in a 8Ohool exceeds 30 %, the number of these
oh11dren .is multiplied by two to establish the number  ot  nurse17 sohool
teachers required.
. - !r!m!XZ !.d!p~t!o!!
~._
t~!i.qn-
A cOUrse  ot  three hours per weekllB;r be offered to toreign pupils who
ha.ve no - or an insufficient - comma.nd  ot  the sohool working 
and who ha.ve attended a Belgian school for less than three ;years.
Number of pupils 10 minimum
20 l118Jtimwn
The special tempomr;y soheme makes it possible to inorease the staff of
schools where more than 30 %  ot  the ohildren are foreign.
The number of teachers in a sohool is fixed asfollows I
1st and. 2nd. ;rear: the number of immigrant ohildren is multiplied b;r 1.
Other ;rears the number of immigrant children is multiplied by 1.
- !e.2.o.!!~XZ ,!d!p~t!o!! .! !1!.ns:.h::sR8!;k;!:ns !1!t,!m
...
ge,!e!!!.l
.... 
t~h!ns
In 1st and 2nd ;year  ot  second.a17 education, additional French olasses may
be organited from September 1982 for pupils with &11 insuf'tioient cOIllDl&nd
of the language.
Itinilllwn number: 10 pupils per group,
16 pupils for two groups
31 pupfls for three groups;
and. so on, by increments of 15 pupils.
The total number of hours per week of intensive s~ of French includes
5 hours tuition for all pupils, 2 hours of additional activities , and.
2 hours  of  remedial teaching~ i. e. a total of 9 hours.B 4.
Objectives r acquisition of' 'ba.1I1oFrenoh  with ~D1tial emphasis on the spoken 1~, in second. year vooa:Ucmal traiDing the 1!!.O0.t is placed
em. teo!mioa1 vooa'bular;r.
... !,e9.O!d!%% .!,d!p!:t!on.1 Bu1ch-.!P!~...€Lsat!'J1e!.
Sinoe SGDptember 1982 it has 'been possible to Orgaz&i1l8 tmn81tional olass(ls
for  foreign pupils who are ~ble to f'ollow an ordina.r;r fi1'fJt~r olass.
Minimum number  of:  pupils: 10, a seoond. class is oreated as soon as there
are 16 pupils.
2 Statistios
French-speaking Mintst 
Nwnber of addt tiona.l tea.ohers JDada available to nurse1'9' and. prlmar;r BOhools 
approximately 200.
No information is available on the nUlllber of pupils concerned 'by remedial
measures at seoondary level,
Dutch-speaking Ministry, prima.zy education.
Nationals NUlllber receiving Foreign pupils enrolled
Member States remedial teaching in 46 schools p1'O\J'iding
remedial language teaching
Danish
as man
French
Greek 106 212
British
Italian. 730 I 402
Luxembourg
Dutch
Irish
876 820
48.1 % of 1 820B 5.
Nationals :Number reoeiving Pupils enrolled
other European remedial teaching sohoo1s prwiding
States remedial language teaching
1\1gos1av
Polish
Portuguese
Spanieh 144 299
214 458
46.7 ~ de 458.
Nationals :Number reoeiving Pupils enrolled in
Medi terzg,nean remedial teaching sohools prwidil1g
Countries remedial language teaching
Algerian
Morocoan 558 442
Tlmisian
Turkish 2173 543
). 755 6038
62. 'fo de 03~
Nationals Number receiVing Pupils enrolled
other countries remedial teaching schools prwiding
remedial language teaching
161
'IDTAL 4 944
58.3 % de 8 477
8 477
Number of foreign pupils receiving remedial language teaching: 4 944
(19.8 % of all foreign pupils).
Number of temporary nursery school teachers: 105 (1981/82).
Number of temporary primary school teachers (male/female) : 88.
Seconda.ry education
No data available.B 6.
COJJDHnts 1. Although the  children of 1mm1~ts bom in Beld.um rt9Ceive
about three years' pre-school education, specia.l assistance maY' .
benecessa17 dl1rin~ the initial ;y$ars ofprimaz:y schooling.
2. 8iaoe it is onlY' possible to organize language tuition for
a miaimum of 10 pupils, there is no special reception
facili tY' for new arrivals where their number is less than
this minimum.B 7.
Tuition in the language andoulture of orip
Dn.toh-snealdruz syStem ... intell7;'&ted education
so heme
The  bioul tural educational model introduced in a pilot! carried OI1t between
1916 and 1981 in Limbourg was extended. in September 1982 to the entire Flemish
region for an experimental period of 3 years.
1!a.ii,2D!.l!t!,e,! !n,!;o!.v!,d s Greek, Italian, Morocoan and Tu.rkish.
,!uE'!.~ ,!ollo,21
... classes attended by foreign. children of several nationalities:
a foreign. nursery school teachar working 4 periods per week with children
of her nationa1i 
... classes in which the foreign. component comprises 10 % ofohildren of the
same nationality: a foreign nursery school teacher is responsible for the
children for 10 periods per week (1 period BIIt 60 minutes).
-Ex:!.D!:1Z ,!cllo,21
1st and 2nd year:
3m and 4th year 
5th and 6th year:
4 hours per week of mother tongue teaching
3 hours per week of mother tongue teaching
2 hours per week of mother tongue teaching
,!e.2,O!!c'I!.xz !d~!:t!o!! :
There is no integrated education apart from a pH.ot sohemEi confined to
some secondary schools in Limbourg.
le!Ol!i~_o!t!i.1!e - t!8 ...s.2,h,2o,! !!;Y'!!,t!,m
Teaching outside the school system is organized by the foreign consular
authorities and immigrants' association.
Number of courses in 1982 'by province :
Language Antwerp Brabant Limbourg East Flanders West Flanders
Tu.rkish
... ...
Greek
... ... ...
Italian
... ... ...
Arabic
...
Spanish
...
Portuguese
... ... ... ...
Course duration : 4 hours per week. Attendance: 10 to 30 pupils per course.
State schools do not charge rent for the use of school premises. Rent is
often oharged by independent, regional and local authorl:ty organizing bodies
however.B 8.
'!'he follow11'Jgl~s  are offered 1.13 fi1'fJt, seoond. or third foreign 
in seoondar,y sohool 8 (leman, English, French, Spanish and. Italian.
French-spealdug system... integrated education
A number of  Daman schools have requested and. been granted authorization
to organize integrated co11rses on an experimental 'be.sis. A obcular in
September 1982 urged headmasters to apply for this authorization.
Number of hours per week: 4 hours.
Nationa.li ties involved: Italien, Greek 8.pa.nish, Portugu.ese, Morocoan.
No statistics are available.
Some ten schools were applying a. system of integrated education .during
the 1981ft2 school year.
pilot so heme  for integrated. education in Italian, Spanish and. Arabic will
be la'\1.D,Ohed in September 1983 with the cooperation of the Italian, Spanish
and Mol'OCoa.n  consulates in nine  secondary schools. In secondary schools
the following la.n.gua.gel3 may be ohosen as first, second or thbd foreign
language: Du.tch, Geman, English, Spanish, Italian.
Education outaide the school system
Courses outside the school system in Italien, Greek, Spa.nish, Portugu.ese
and AI9.bic are organized by the foreign consulates and. irmnigmnts' asso-
ciations.
Course duration: 4 hours per week geneI9.lly.
Use of State pr:i.m.a.xy school premises is free of charge.
Use of State secondar,y school premises is \ free of charge for classes prpvided for
children of school age during school hours. If classes are given on days
when the school is normally olosed or to adults, the organize1'fJ are charged
rent.
Regional, local and. independent sohools gene~lly ask course organizers
to make a contribu.tion to operating costs.
No statistios are available.B 9.
OOllllDenta t
1. '!'he Ja, gialative amendments needed to authorize tuition in the language
and culture ot origin within the normal school system have not ;yet
been put betore Parlia.m.ent. The two Min1sterie. ot Education have
oonsequently set up temporary pilot sohemes to introduce education ot
this ld.nd.
The Oounoil had. laid down a time-limit of 4 years, more than adequate
to complete the formalities required to implement the Direotive.
2. The oharging of rent for the use of school premises for tuition in
the language and oul t11re of origin of ohildren of sohoQl age who
are nationals of other Member States of the Community seems incompatibLe
with article 3 of the directive.
Teachers of the language and oul ture of oriRin
Foreign tea.ohers employed by consulates have the status of seconded
officials or a speoialoonsular status. They are appointed and paid by
the consulates.
Some foreign teachers are paid by the local authorities and by the Ministr;y
for Employment. They are employed in a special temporar;y capacity.
Some teachers of A:ra.bic are employed and paid by immig:ra.nt assooiations.
Eduoational cooperation between Belgium and the countries of origin
Bilateral agreements have been made with Italy, Greeoe , Tu.rkey and
Morocco for the introduction of pilot schemes.
Foreign teachers appointed by the consulates are responsible to consular
inspectors .
Teachers paid by the local authorities are responsible to local authority
inspectors .All teachers taldng part in pilot integrated education soheO1es are
unde:r the guid.anoe  ot  the head.maste:r  ot  the 8Ohool in eduoatioMl
matters.
The teachers must show ev1denoe  ot  an a.de~te knowledge  ot  P:renoh
o:r Du.toh, d8pending on the la.nguage area. in whioh th87 are 8O1plO7ed.
OOllllll8nt t
With the exoeption  ot  the pilot sohemes, there appears to be no d1reot
educational oooperation between J3elgium and the migrants t oountX'ies
of origin.
Teache:r t rainin!
Initial .and :furthe:r training of :Belgia.n teachers
There are no legal or f'orma.l provisions regarding initial or :further
training adapted to the needs of inunigrants. Students of some teacher
training colleges complete periods of practice teaching in schools with
a large intake of foreign pupils.
In...selVioe training
:Belgian teachers
~ich"'!P!a.!Ei!!€L szs!e,!!!
Teachers attend series of conferences on a vo1unta~ basis organized by
the state University of Gent
, ,
the university f'acul ties of Saint Ignatius
in Antwerp and the Catholic University of Louvain.
Retraining courses have been organized for staff engaged in various
pilot schemes.
!x:2n.2h =sj!e!k;!nli .!,Y!t!m
Some hundred BI'IlSsels primary school t.ea.chers took part in a pilot in...
selVice training scheme in 1981/82.
Teachers attended oonferences or training courses on a vo1unta~ basis
organized by associations or universities, in particular by the Mons
State University.
B 10.Foreip;n teachers
The Italian Emba.sBy regularly organizes ret:ra.ining cOUI'liles tor Italian
teachers responsible tor integrated oourses or cO11rses outside the
school system in the Italian la.ngu.age and cuI ture .
Comment
No tormal provision has been made either tor the initial or in-service
training  ot  teachers responsible tor the education  ot  the children
ot  migrant workers.
B 11.DE 1..
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
1.  Division of responsibilities
In the Federal Republio education, il'1O1uding the initial and in-seNice
training of teachers, is the sole responsibility of the LKnder. By
virtue of Article 91 (b) of the :Basis Law, however, the Federal and Land
Governments ltIa.y collaborate in educational planning on the 'basis of
agreements.. In addition, the Federal authorities ha.ve certain responsi-
bili ties in the field of vocation.a.1 training.
In consequence of the above, the implementation of Directive 11/486 EIOO
is a matter for the Li:i.n.der. The action taken is ha.monized and coordi-
nated within the framework of the Standing Conference of Land. Ministers
of Education (Sti:i.n.dige Konferenz der :KuI tusmini8ter der Li:i.n.der der
Btmdesrepublik Deutsohland, DOC).
2.  IDl'P1ementation of Direotive 11/486 moo in the Li:i.n.der
1 !t,!11!i.aft..C.2n.!e~!!o2. !g~!m2.n! .2f
....
AR,r!1
....
121&.
The problems of educating migrant workers' children occupied the
attention of the Standing Conferenoe of Education Ministers from a
very early stage: Deoisions were adopted in this connection on
14/15 May 1964 and 3 Deoember 1911 with a view to ensuring appropriate
Mtion by the educational authorities of the individual LYndeI'.
On the 'basis of the Decision of 8 April 1976 on the education of
migrant workers' children, in the version of 26 October 1919, the
Land educational authorities have now stepped up their aot10n in
this field to ensure the availability  Qf:..  appropriate reception
facilities for foreign pupils and encourage the provision of tuition
in languages and ouI tu:res of origin. This Agreement .also includes
provisions concerning in1 Hal and in-service teacher training and
collaboration with sending countries.DE 2.
2 !e!;8!!.x:!s a!m,!,d a! .!lIlR.l.!,m,!n!i!!lLA,!t,!,cle 0! !h!.1!i~t!v.!
J!e2.8R,t.!0!l !;r.!,'&tlJ!m!.11:!s
Foreign pupils have the same rights and obligations as Gexman
nationals. In partioular, they a%'8 subjeot to the same require-
ments as regards oompulsory schooling and part...time vocational
education, which is oompulsory for all young people between the
ages of 16 and 18 who are not enrolled in a forma.i education or
training scheme. Education is provided free of charge.
Foreign pupils with an adequate knowledge of German will normally
be integrated into an ordinary olass corresponding to their
age and aptitudes.
The following special types of provision have been introduced
with a view to facilitating the integration of foreign pupils
- reception classes and preparatory classes (Aufnahmenklasaen,
Vorbereitungaklassen) ;
... bilingual classes;
... intensive tuition in German;
- remedial tuition.
The above have been arranged in line with the school systems
and regulations of the individual Minder.
The duration of attendance at  preparatory classes or  reception
classes is normally two years.DE 3.
In  bU4 "MUll classes foreign pupils of the same mother tongue are
prepared for a GeX'lJlan school oertifioate. Gexman and. the mother
tongue share the role of medium of teaching.
The ourrioula and. teaching materials for reception classes and
'bilingual olasses are based on Gexman curricula.
The arrangements as regards the duration and organizational fo1'll1
of  reception classes and bilingual classes differ from Land. to
Land. The task of teaching the mothe:r tongue and culture is
entrusted to teachers from the country of origin.
Intensive tuition in Gexman is provided where the number of
foreign pupils is insufficient to justify the establishment of
a reception class.
With a view to facilitating the integration of foreign children
and. teenagers remedial tuition of various kinds designed. to
improve their knowledge of GeIman or their general education is
p:rovided within the framework ofordina:ry '31asses.
Other measures such as assistance with homowo:rk and gnided study
take plaoe outside school hours.
2 !n!t!,a.! !.n~ !,n=s~~i.e.e t,!'8.!n!n.& .!?r_t~~h~I!.
In the maj ority of Liinde:r, p:rov1sion has been made fo:r the
special needs created by immigration to be studied wi thin the
framewo:rk of initial , fu:rthe:r and in-service training.
This provision takes a variety of forms in the individua.l Liinde:r :
- special study of the methodology of teaching foreign pupils as
part of the normal course leading to the State exa.minationfDE 4.
... further, post-basic tmining with the emphasis on German as a
seoond language;
... 
initial tmining leading to qualification as a teacher of Germa.n as
a foreign language 
... f'u.rther tmining on an in-semoe 'basis J
- continuing tmining on an in-service 'basis,
... a.d.vanoed courses for German and foreign teachers wi 'lih respons:L...
bUi t;y tor migmnt 'Workers' ohildren.
Teacher training actin ties include the organization at sobool
distriot lweI of seminars on the following topics 
... the integration of foreign children and adolescents into German
sohools and society;
.. an introduction to the methodology and practice of teaching German
as a second la.ngu.a.gs;
.. the mother tongues and oul tures of the main groups of foreign
pupils in the Federal Republio.
3 Measures aimed at implementing Artiole 3 of the Direotive 
Tu.i tion .in the la.ngua.ge and culture of origin
Where foreign pupils do not receive tuition in their mother tongue in a
reception class or bilingual class, additional tuition is offered in the
langu.age and oul ture of origin over and above the instru.otion provided in
Ge:rma.n classes. This additional tuition is given by teachers from the oount17
of origin, generally at the rate of 4 or 5 hours a week, either during or
outside school hours.
In Bavaria, Hessen, Lower Saxony, North Rhine-Westphalia and Rheinland-
Pfalz, mother tongue tuition in schools is organized by the Geman school
authorities; the teachers are employ-ed anc:'bpaid by the Land. Tuition outside
schools is organized and paid for by the relevant consular authorities.
In Baden-Wiirttemberg, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Sohleswig-Holstein and
Saarland, mother tongue tuition both wi thin and out side schools is
organized by the diplomatic and consular representations of the countries
of origin, the foreign teachers concerned are employ-ad by the authorities
of these oOWltries. These Linder encourage the teaching of mother tonguesDE 5.
and cultures byJDaldng school premises available tree  ot  charge. A
numberot them - irJ;cluding Baden.-WUrttemberg, Berlin,. Hambu.rg and
Saarland - oontribu.te towards operating costs and teacher salaries.
The Fedem.l and Land Governments work together with the Govemments 
the sending countries in bilateral committees  ot  experts established
under existing cultural agreements. These oolllll1ittees are partioularly
oonoe:m.ed with the question  of  tuition in the language and oul ture 
origin .
A committee concerned with the education  of  Greek pupils has been in
ope19.t1on since 1976 and another oonoe:m.ed with the education 
Italian pupils bas been in operation sinoe 1978.
The Fede19.1 Republio has also established bilateral committees 
experts with certain non--memher oountries.
The Bohool authorities  of  the Llf.nder also maintain technical contacts
with the diplomatic and consular representations  of  the sending countries.
3.  Pilot schemes in the field  of  education  for  migrant workers t ohi1dren
oonducted under the auspices  of  the Joint Federal-Land Colllll1bsion  for
Educational Planning and the Promotion  of  Research Aotivi ties
Since 1972 the Land education authorities haye, with the assistanoe  of  the
Federal Ministxy  of  Education and Scienoe, conducted a large number of pilot
schemes aimed at devising and testing new measures in the field  of  education
for  migrant workers t children.
Pilot schemes have,  for  example, been oonduct.edin the toll owing areas
.. development  ot  curricula  for  courses in GeIman as a second langu.a.ge  for
toreign pupils
.. development  ot  bilingwJ.I teaching materials for primaxy education,
.. teaching in multinational classes,DE 6.
- integration of foreign pu.pils into seoondazy sohoolsJ
- initial and in-servioe training for teachers ta.kin.g foreign pupilsJ
- oooperation between the sohool and foreign parents.
4.  Overall statistios
At the begitming of the 1980/81 sohool ;year a total of 738 214 foreign
pu.pils were attending establishments of general, vocational and technical
education:
Grundsohulen,!Ha.upt schulen
Son.dersohulen
Real schul en
Gymnasien
Ge samtsohulen , 
Freie Waldorfsohulen )
Be rufs echul en
Be rufsgrundbildungs j ahr
Berufsfachschulen
~:=~~:en 
Be ruf'sa. ufbausc hut en
Fachschulen
Schulen des Gesundhei tswesens
Other
% of total enrolment 
522 345
21 819
21 660
39 195
20 054
11.
1.9
661 073
general education
12 460
11 208
10 144
10.
94 412
vocational
education
2 101
336
1 738
1 '663
290
6 128
technical
education
5. Analysis of action taken in the Lander to implement Directive 11/486/EOO.DE 7.
DEFIRI'l'IOHS
Grundschule Prima.1Y school taking pupils for the first
4 years of schooling (the first 6 ;years in
:Berlin)
Haupt sohule Seconda.x:v- school taking pupils from the
5th (Berlin: 7th) to the 9th year of schooling.
!n some Lfinder also ewers 10th year of schooling.
Provides genera.l education prepara.tery to
vocational tra.ining.
Sonderschule Special school for children with physical or
mental handicaps.
Realschule SecondarY school taking pupils from the 5th
(or 7th) to the l.(Xbh year of schooling.
Leaving certificate gives acoess to FaahobeI'-
sohulen, Fachgymnasien and the other branches of
vocational education.
G~sium Academic secondaI';'fschool taking pupils from the
5th (or 7th) to the 13th year of schooling.
Leaving certificate (Abi tur) gives access to
higher education.
Gesamtschule Second.a.x:v- school wi thin which the various different
fonns of seoondaZj" schooling co-exist.
Faa hgymna. s i um Specialized academic.. school
Dura.tion of attend.a.noe 3 years (11th to 13th
year of sohooling).
Open to pupils holding a Realschule leaving
certificate or the Fachschulreife.
Leaving certificate gives acc~ss to higher
education.Be~IiI8P~e
Be 1"I1f' B grund bil d unga-.
jahr
Be1"l1f'staohschule
Be 1"I1f' sa.uf'ba. use hul e
Fa.choberschule
Fachao.hule
DE 8..
Part-time vooational sohool tor young apprentices,
workers or unemployed personl3.
Attenda.nce oompull3oI)" up 'to eighteenth
birthday..
Full-time prevocational training year
(further general eduoation, basic vocational
training) .
Full-time vocational school (gene:ra.lly 2 years)..
Studies lead to Fa.chsohulreite..
Full-time ( 1 .. 1 1/2 years) or part-time
(3 - 3 1/2 years) vocational school awa:rding
Fachschul reifs.
Two-year technical school awa.:rding certificate of
aptitude for specialized short...oourse higher
education (Faohhochsohule). Open to holders of
Realschule leaving certificate or equivalent
(lOth year of Gymnasium, Fachschulreif'e).
Technical college
Duration of attendance f'ull- time between 1 and
6 semesters; part-time 6 to 8 semesters
depending on specialization. Open to holders
of Gesellenbrief (certificate of oompletion of
apprenticeship) with practical experience and
holders of the Fa.chsohulreife.DE(BW) 1.
B/I.DEN- wiJRTTmmERG
Sohool ;yea.r 1980/81
1.  Numbers of fox-ei~ pupils Geneml ed.uca.tion
Na.t ionality Grund-sahule Sondersahule Rea1sahule Gymnasium Gesam'tsahule
Haupt sahul e 
Greek 11' 1:96 690 924 834
Italian 19 164 2804 1 267 681 145
Spanish 3 268 365 457 284
Turkish 42 043 3 708 1440 815 195
YugoEi1a.v 16 612 928 1 744 1 198
Portugu.ese 2602 321 171
Other 6 964 513 1 288 3471 539
101 849 9 329 7 361 7 357 608
14.2 % 16.2 % 9 % 22% 1 %
Vocational education
Beru.f's- Bertrl's- Beru.f's- FachobeI'-
N'e.tionali ty Bertrl'ssahule grundbil- faah- autbau- sahule Faahsahule
dungsjahr sahule sabule
Greek 1 156 441
I tali en  3 713 751
Spanish 687 238
Turki sh 8 272 129 1 928
Yugoslav 1 758 651
, Portuguese 385
Other 1 130 778 132 232
17 101 327 4882 473 361
'Jl; ~ n d/.. ~t:dl I!: r1f .. of!DE(BW) 2.
Oomments: l
o IDlDignmts adeque,tely represented in part-time and
tull-time V'ooational education but seriously.unde1'-ow
represented in technical education.
Prevooational training provision in process of
being extended (see 2.2).
Dra.ma.tio increase in numbers of immigrant pupils at
Grundsohulen and Hauptaohulen.
Immigrants unde1'-owrepresented in the aU te branches
of seocm.da.17 education.DE(BW) 3.
Reception ar:t'8nl1:Elments
... 
Grundsoh:u1e and Haupteohule
a)  Reoeption classes aimed at helping pupils to leam Gel'/DElD. quickly and.
upgtad.ing their gene~.l education,
Class si~e  10 pupils minimum
class may be split at 20
class must be split at 24
Duration: 1 - 2 years
Children stariingprimary school who do not have an ad.eqUl1-te knowledge
of Oeman are assigned to speoial "Vorbereitungsklassen f'!I.r Schul-
anf&lge r
" .
Du~tion : 1 ... 2 years
Special reception classes are also organized for  new arrivals
aged 13 / 15
generally various
na.tionali ties
Objectivea : :rapid acquisition of a knowledge of GeJm8,D. prepamtion
for vocational education.
b)  Intensive language tuition
Where the number of pupils involved is insufficient for the establish-
ment of a reception class, the school must organize intensive language
tuition. Aside from this tuition in OeJm8,D. the pupils concemedare
integmted into an o:ro.inary olass. Minimum 4 pupils
6 hoars per week.
0)  Experimental bilin~l classes
Normal-sized classes for pupils of a single nationality covering
years 1 to 4 (Grundschule) and 5 to 6 (Hauptschule) of compulsory
schooling. These classes provide tuition using the mother tongue
aa a medium of instruction and introducing pupils gradually to
Oeman.
d) Remedial tuition
Foreign pupils assigned to ordinary classes who eJCperienoe difficulties
in German or other subjects may receive remedial tuition.
:Minimum 4 pupils
4 boars per week.DE(BW) 4.
e) The establisluaent of an o:nlina.~ class for foreign pupils alone is
in theo~ prohibited. Where the forma.t1on  of  8Ubh a class 18 inevitable,
the sohool bst ensure that its pupils reoeive some tuiti.on jointly
'ld,th GerJlllila pupils.
t)  G%'Imd8ohulen, Hauptsohulen and special sohoob aX'I!D emU tled to a
further 1 hour per week of. teaoher time, over and above the not'rll&l
a11ooat:l.on, for eveI'y' 4 foreign pupils. In schoolfJ with a high pet'-
o$ntage  of  foreign pupils a teacher is assigned to pupil guidanoe
and parent consul tation work for 2 - 4 hou:rs per week.
... 
Realsohule tmd (Jymnasium
Remedial tut tion of 2 hours per week may be offe1'$d in the 1st and 2nd.
;years (5th and 6th years of sohooling).
?u11-timep:revooationa,l education
Young foreigners aged 15 Or 16 who have not obtained the lower seoonc1a.I'y'
leavingoertifioate (Hauptsohulabsoh1u13) or who ente1'$d the country at 
a late stage may undertake 1 year of full-time prevocational education.
Part-time vocational education  (compulsory up to 18th birthday)
- Foreign pupils with no knowledge of Ge:rman receive intensive langua.ge
tuition (8 houX'S per week);
- Foreign pupils with insufficient knowledge of Ge:rman receive 3 hours 
remedial tut tion per weekf
- Foreign apprentices and young foreign workers may where necessary receive
2 hou:rs' remedial language tuition.
Statistios (1981/82)
,!!e,2,e.I!,t,!o!! ,2l!!;s!e,!
National! ty Number of pupils
Italian
Greek
860
362
427
4 233
235
Yugoslav
Turkish
Spanish
Porliugu.ese
Other
6 292DE(BW) 5.
inolu.ding : Grundsohule 2 801
Stage I seoonda~ 3 491
Remedial tuition
... ... ... ...... ..... ... ...
6 753 pupils including 8 4 336 Grundsohul8
2 417 Stage I
8800.z,-
53 445 pupils ino1uding 8 34 553 Grundeohul8
18 892 Stage I
seoond.a~
!n.1e,!!s!v,! !a~e
... 
t,!!.!i.sn-
!1!i!E8'!  .2,l!;s,!e.!, Ital1en pu,pile
Greek pupils
Turkish pupils
2C11
'599
2873,
including 8 Grundsohule 2 161
Stage I I!eo onds.:r;y 712
NUmber of pupils per olal!s :  o. 
Percentage of foreign pupils benefiting from tranl!itian arrangements
(reoeption olasl!es and bilingual classes) : 8.9 rf,.
Prevooational olasses
... ... ... ... ... ...  ... ... ... ...
1978
1979
1980/82
600 pupils
850 pupils
soheme in prooess of expansion
Educational proviaion outside sohool
Extensive fa01li ties for assistanoe with homew.ork and guided study are
provided by private associations.
Organizers 195 (situation as at 1979) Pupils 8 600 Staff  2 000
(including many volunteers) State subsidy DM 1 200 000.
Tuition in the language and oul ture of origiI!
Grundachule and Hauptschule
There is no provision in the curricula of reception classes for tuition in
the mother tongue and culture.
Homogeneous  bilingual classes are in operation On an experimental basis
at Grundschule level (cf. Table 2.2) and during the first 2 yaars of
Hauptschule.DE(BW) 6.
Cost of experimental scheme in 1980: DM 1 750 000.
An experimental scheme involving  integrated tuition in the mother language
and culture has .been in operation sinoe 1977 for Greek pupils at Hauptsohulen
(in large u.rban centres only).
Sohool year 1979/80 77 classes
444 pupils
The intention is that pupils should be able to study their Illother tongue in
plao e of English (from the 5th to 9th years of sohooling).
Outside sohool, courses of 5 hours per week in the language and oul tllre of
origin are organized under the auspices  of:  the consular authorities for young
foreigners between the ages of 6 and 15.
This tuition may be stepped up to 8 hours per week for pupils attending
reception classes - in this case it inoludes general eduoationllsittg the
mother tongUe as the medium of tea.ohing.
To qualify for a Land subsidy, a class must have at least 12 pupils at the
beginning of the school year.
Premises are made available free ofohargeby the l(lOal .authori ties.
Land contribution in 1979/80  315 000 (0. DM 2 600 per course).
Out-ot-school tuition
Pupils Tea.ohers
Language 1981/82 1979/80
Arabio 262
Greek 593 216
Italian 899 301
Serbo-Croat 12 276 105
porl;ugu.ese 2 662
, '
Spanish 3 232'
Turkish 981 175
Slovenian 843
Al banian 161
Ma.cedonian 238
1$4 147 883DECSW) 7.
Percentage  ot  toreign children receiving out-ot-sohool tuition .in the
language and culture  ot  origin  58 .3 %.
Number of teachers in 1981/82 : o. 1 000.
.. Realsohule
No integrated tuition in the mother tongue, possibility  ot  tuition
outside school.
Gymnasi'Wlt
In principle, pupils entering the 6th and 7th years (10th and 11th
years  ot  schooling) may elect to take their mother tongue in place
ot  one  ot  the foreign languages in the curriculum. .There are plans
to make this possible trom the 3rd year on.
... Vocational education
Vocational schools may oall on the seIVioes  at  toreign teachers to
assist with toreign pupils whose knowledge  at  German is as yet
inadequate.
Teachers  at  the language and ou.! ture otorig:l.n
The toreign teachers taking  bilingual and  integrated olasses are
employed as non-establishedstatf and paid qy the Land authorities.
The teachers  at  courses outside the school system are reoM ted,
controlled and paid qy the relevant consular authority, which is
also responsible tor deciding on curricula and teaching methode.
These teachers are either seconded oftioials or employeee  ot  the
consulate.
The inspection  ot  bilingual olassee and the provision  at  gnida.noe for
their teachers are the responsibility of the Land authorities. A
bilateral committee comprising representatives  at  the Land authori-
ties and the Greek Consulate-General is responsible tor
establishing the ourrioulum for integrated tuition in Greek.DE(BW) 8.
Educational cooperation between host o.ountry and oauntlY of orid.n
The Land Eduoation Minist'1.'y hopes , by' extending the system of
bilateral oonunittees, to imprO'17e the coordination of ourrioula
for ordina.'1.'y  schooling and mother tongue tuition outside the
school system. These committees also have a role to play in the
expansion and improvement of integrated tuition.
Comments
1. The percentage of foreign pupils in  special education
abnormally high (6. 5 % as against 2.9 % of German pupils).
In particular, it should be noted that more than 10 % of
Italian. Spanish and Portuguese pupils were attending
special schools in 1919/80.
2. The reception facilities are excellent at Grundsohule and
Hauptschule level. The arrangements for the allocation of
additional teachers to schools attended by foreign pupils
are particularly worthy of note.
3. There are scarcely any reception facilities at Realschulen
and Gymtlasien. The presumption is that any foreign pupil
enroling in one of the elite branches of seconda.~ education
is already integrated into the German sohool system.
4. The provision of tuition in mother tongu.8S and cultures outside
the school system, which predominates in quantitative terms
is not coordinated with ordina~ in-school teaching.
5. There is li tUe sign of any movement towardS integrated
tuition.
6. More than half or all foreign pupils benefit from some kind
of tuition in their mother tongue and culture (either outside
or in school). In Realsohulen and Oymnasien there is little
sign of any diversification in foreign l~e teaching.DE(BW) 9.
4.  Teacher tmining
Initial and. furtber tmining  ot  German teacbe:rs
a) Ii'iituN teaobers at Grundsohulen and Hauptsohulen DNst take a
oourse in teaching foreign pupils (Aus1bderpi!dagogik) for
one semester (1 900 students in 1981/82).
This course may be taken either as a special subject for the
no:nna.l course or as an additional cou:rse and is provided 
the Padagogische Hochsohulen (colleges of education) in
Karlsruhe, Schwabisoh-GmUnd and Weingarten.
A course of further training spread. over 2 ;rears may be taken
by serving teachers.
In-service training
,Eo'!s'!€i!! j,e!p.he,!S_e!!p!o,y;ea 9_t,!!s o,gD;..ml,!aI!;uj,h,gx!t,!e,!
The Education Minist'Ty' subsidizes schemes organized by the con-
sulates, in-service training institutes and universities.
Example : course for Greek teachers at EBslingen Unilrersity.
Number of participants between 1911 and 1980  250.
- Qe~_a.!!!t.f.2.~iN1-t~EI.;2.h~r,! ~m.:e1.2.Y,2,d bz !h,2, :&a.!!d....a,!!tho.:;i!,i2,s
In-serdce training is provided by  special institutes in the form
of seminars, study weeks and programmes of conferences /
lectures.
The school authorities orga...?li:z;e  stud;y groups for teachers. At
least once a year all teachers at Grundschulen and Hauptschulen
(reception classes, remedial classes, bilingual classes, intensive
Germa.tt classes) and heads of study groups are entitled to attend
a. l....week seminar.
Number of German teachers participating in in-service training:
1 300 in 1981/82.DE(BW) 10.
Comments
1. Training provision for Ge:rman and foreign teaobers employed b;r
tbe La.nd. autborities is exemplary.
2. Foreign tea.cbers taking classes outside tbe sobool system sbould
also benefit from tbe in-service training organized by tbe
institutes and tbe sobool autborities. Tbis would belp to ilnprO1Te
coordination between tbeir activities and tbose earned .out
witbin tbe fraDlework of ordinary sobooling.DE(BA) 1.
:BA. VARIA
School year 1980;131
1.  Numbers of forde wPils GeneZ'8.1 education
Nationality Grundsohule Sondersohule Realsohule Gymnasium Gesamtsohule
Hauptsohule
Greek 7 '915 124 962
Italian 6 978 535 320 445
Spanish 139 120 118
Turki sh 37 599 1 061 846 1 050
yugoslav 8 421 281 411 534
Portuguese 556
Other 7 596 286 1 465 4 316 162
10 204 2 361 3 308 503 221
4 % 8 % 1.6 % 3 % 8 %
Vooational education
Be ru.f s- Beru.fs- Beru.fs- Faohobel'-
Nationality Beru.fssohule grundbil- fach- aufba.u- sohule Fachsohule
d1U1gsjahr sohule schule
Greek 871
Italian 1 611
Spanish 349
Turkish 10280
Yugoslav 1 010
Portuguese 101
Other 1 977 374 132 221
16 199 660 473 345
4.1 % 1 % 9 % 5 % 3 %
Proportions oomparatively high in vocational and prevooational education,
oomparatively low in technical education.
IlDIDigrants 'W'ldel'-represented in the ~lite branches of seoondaz:y
education.DE(BA) 2.
Reception arra.ngements
a) !1=fJ~ !8.\?8,Et!0! Sol!;l!I,!fJ,!, (ttberga.ngaklassen)
Aim s to provide intensive tuition in German (10 bourll per week) and.
upgrade pupils' genere.l education,
Class composition  20 pupils maximum, various nationalities.
Dure.tion s 2 years.
b) !i!i!!~! .\?l.!s,!e.!
These offer tuition fX'Om the 1st to 9th year of schooling using the mother
tongue as a medium of teaching with a gradWlol shift towards the use of
German. One type of bilingual class has be.en in operation since 1973 and.
1980 saw the introduction of another type better adapted to the 
need13 of
foreign pupils who already have some knowledge of Gezman on entry into
P1'ima,1Y sohool.
bilingual classes ordinary classes
addi tiona.l
tuition in
the mother
" . .. : ;~~;:
tuition in
the mother
tongue " mMedium of teaching 
t:JI mother tongue
:2 B~:= 
of teaching s
Germa.n as foreign language 
Type I Type II (from 1980) (fX'OIIl 1973)
for pupils with for pupils with
an adequate insufficient
knowledge of knowledge of
German at the German at the outset outsetDE(BA) 3.
c) .!n,!e~s!v.!  !~e~....  t,1!i,!i,2n
....
For pupils unable to cope with the work of an ordinary class owing to
inadequate knowledge of German. Such tuition is orsanized in cases
where the number of pupils involved isinsuff'ioient for the establish-
ment of' a reception olass or bilingual olass.
d) Additional tuition in Gexman (maximum 4 hours per week)
---................--...-....---
Orsanized for foreign pupils in ordinary classes whose knowledge of
German is inadequate.
e) ,!!e.2,e.R,t!O!! .2,1!;s!e! !o.;: !a,!e
...
a.;:r:!v,!l!
In existence since the 1980/81 school year.
f) Q'the.! !!!e,!s.1!x:2s
- Pupils at  ~'\lDtsch~ taking the leavingoerlifioate (Hauptsohul...
absohluB) may opt to be examined in German as a foreign langua,ge and
to take an examination in their mother tongue in place of the usual
examination in English.
- Additional tuition of I hour per week in German and English is
available to pupils in the 3rd year (7th year of schooling) at
Realsohulen
- In the 3rd, 4th and 5th years at Realschulen the usual marks in German
may be replaced by comments on the pupils 9 ab11i ty to express
himself' orally and in writing.
- A number ofseoondary schools (5 in 1979/80) orga.ni~e transition
classes (Eingangsklassen) at 3rd:"year lev~l (7th year of sohooling).
Extra. tuition in German and English is provided in these classes
with a view to equipping pupils for a move into ordinary classes
the following year.
(Ex:tra. tuition amounts to : 4 hours per week in German; 2 hours per
week in English).DE(BA) 4.
- Pilot transition classes fo~ Tu~kish pupils have been established
in 8 Gymna.sien. 'l'hey p~OV'ide  first- and seoond.-yea~ pupils with more
intensive tuition in GeIman (8 hours per week). 'l'he  start of classes
in English is postponed to the 3m. yea~ and the mother tongu.e is
studied as a oompulso~ subject. It is expeoted that transition classes
will be established in othe~ Gymnasien. WhereV'er there are at least
5 foreign pupils a special 6-hou~ pe~ week course in German may be
offered in the 1st ;yea~J in the 2ndyea~ 2 hours' additional tuition
in German and 1 hou~ in English may be offered to foreign pupils.
- The Institut tii~ Film und BUd in GrUnewald is devising bilingual
textbooks  fo~  bilingual classes and vocational schools plus educational
films fo~ in-sexvioe teaohe~ training.
!wnbers of pupils!ol.!sses
Reoeption classes fo~ late a~rivals (1980/81) 16 with 320 pupils
Mixed reception classes (80/81) : 10 with o. 200 pupils
(81/82) : 1 026 pupils
(79/80) : 717 with 21 219 pupils
(80/81) 897 with 24 882 pupils (35.3 % of foreign
pupils)
Type I : 270 olasses
Type II : 627 classes
(81/82) Italian 2 273
Yugoslav 2 782
Greek 1 829
Tu~k:ish 19 989
Spanish 151
Bilingual olasses
Greek private sohoo1s
26 964 pupils
4 976 pupils
Nnmbe~ of classes 
Intensive tuition in German:
(79;80) : 1 508 including 1340 in Gesamtsohulen and
(80/81) : 2 246 Haupt sohul en
(81/82) : 15 100
Percentage of foreign pupils benefi ting f~om transition a~ra.ngements
(reoeptionolasses and bilingual classes) : 41.8 % (81;82). .DE(BA) 5.
3.  Tuition in the la.n~ and culture of orildn
- g,r.J!U!~~.!!f1! !a!p!s2.h~.!
As regards bilingual classes sae 2~1 and 2.
Integ:rated tuition in the lan~ge of oriq;in
AdditiOWll tuition (Ergiinzungaunterricht) is organized in the languages
and cultures of the 6 sending oountrias for pupils attending o:rdina.r,y
German olasses.
Number of pupils per mother ton~e olass : r~n
f9i80
12, average 16.
maximum 25
Nl.unber ofolasses in 79/80: 600
Nl.unber of classes in 80/81 798
This additional tuition is organbed by the Bavarian school authorities
whiohareresponsible for paying the foreign teachers involved and for
monitoring their progress and providing the necessary guidance.
Religious instruction in the langus.~ of origin
Instruction in Islam is provided by Turkish teachers in bilingual classes
for Turkish pupils.
Of the 652 Tu.rkish bilingual classes, 392 receive 2 hours' religious
instroction per week. A further 19 receive lhours'  religious instroction
per week.
- !!e~l!o~u.!e
- Pupils entering Real sc hul en in the final two years (9th and 10th years
of schooling) may opt to take their mother ton~e instead of English.
- Where the number of pupils is sufficient (12), the school  may  offer
tuition in the mother ton~e as an option.DE(BA) 6.
- ~s!'I1!!
First- and second-year pupils in the experimental Turkish classes not
ta.king English (FL 1) must take their mother tongue in its place. F1'OII1
the third ;year, however, English replaces the mother tongue. If' the
n11mber of pupils involved is sufficient tuition in the mother tongue
may be offered as an option.
(In 1980 : 19 classes in Turld.sh were running at 8 Gymnasien.
- !~".!t.! ,!cllo"gl,!
A certain nuber of private schools provide tuition in the mother tongue
and culture following the curr:f:cula of the oountxy of origin. Cennan is
taught in these schools on an intensive basis. The pupils attending
these sohools are not taken into account in the sohool. enrolment
statistics. (Greek private schools in operation in  MUnioh and  NUrnber~
Integrated tuition in the language and culture of origin in ordinary
classes at Grundsohulen and Ha.uptschulen (81/82) 
Total
1 746
512
8 508
832
357
2 500
140
14 625 pupils
Italian
Greek
Turld.sh
Spanish
Portuguese
Serbo-Croat
Slovenian
Al banian
The figures for 1981/82 show that in all  69.2 ~ of foreign pupils received
tuition in their mother tongues in ordinary Germa.n classes, bilingual
classes or private schools.
Teachers of the lan~ge and culture of origin
The  forei~ tea.chers taking bilingual classes, reception classes and mother
tongue classes in State schools are emplqyed as non-established staff and
paid by the Land authorities.
Number of foreign tea.chers: 1977lr8
1978/79
1979/80
696
811
962
No info1'lD8.tion supplied as to the breakdown by nationality. The teaching
staff of the Greek private schools in Munich and Niirnberg are not included
in these figures.OE(BA) 7.
Educational cooperation between host oountJ.:Y' and oountJ.:Y' of origin
Administration, inspection and the provision of guida.noe for teachers are
the responsibility of Gexman officials of the Education Minist1)" :
Saohgebietsleiter / Referenten
coordinators at regional level
Regierungssohul rate
regional inspectors
Faohbetreuer (59 in 1980/81)
subject advisers.
Negotiations with the relevant foreign embassies and oonsultates are
conducted by these officials. These negotiations relate primarily to
the provision of teachers and teaching materials.
The curricula of the bilingual classes were devised by Ste.a.tsinstitut
fur Schulpiidagogik (Land Institute for Educational Methodology in Schools).
Comments
o Type II bilingual classes have been criticized on various grounds 
segregation of illlllligrant pupils, education on the .oheap, no access to
long-oourse secondaIj" education, no access to technical education,
ina.dequ.a.te motivation to learn Gexma.n, low level of integration into
host society.
The 1980 reforttl (introduction of type I classes) is to be welcomed,
as is the possibility of t~sfer to a ~e I class for pupils in
type II classes.DE(BA) 8.
Reoeption arrangemente extend beyond compulsory schooling in both
directions. A total of 23 experimental schemes are unde:r way at
nursery school level and  reception centres are in operation fo:r
new a1'riva.1s within the framEnrol'k of vocational education.
Full-time prevocational classes are o:rganized to smooth the
tra.neition to vocational education for immigrant pupils. A total
of 33 such classes ran in 1980/81 with 100 pupils and an
extension of the scheme is planned.
Entirely satisfa.ctory arrangements for tuition in the language
and culture of origin are in operation at Grundschulen,
Hauptschulen and
Real schul en.
At Gymnasium level optimal courses may be organized from the
4th year on.
4.  Tea.cher training
Initial and further training of German tea.chers
During their initial training students may take a course in the
tea.ching of Geman as a foreign language and a number of options
touching on the problems of immigrants are available.
special course of further trainin~ has been available since
1980 to etudents preparing to take responsibility for foreign
pupils in Grundschulen and Hauptschulen, vocational education
or special schools.
Special emphasis is laid on the methodology of tea.ching foreigners
during the second stage of teacher training.
A course in the tea.ching of German as a second language is
provided at the Universities of Augsburg, Erlangen-Niimberg
and Munich.
In-service trainin~
- German tea.chers
--------
Tea.chers will shortly be able to study for the examination in theDE(BA) 9.
teaching  of  German as a seoond language on an in-servioe basis.
The Institute for In-servioe Teacher Training at Dl"1lingen (Akademie
f'iir Lehrertort'bildung) . ha.s, since 1980, played a central role with regard
to the methodology  of  teaching the children  of  immigrants.
A special unit has been established at the Institute to provide in-servioe
training for German and foreign teachers, educatiOWtol advisers and other
key personnel and to coordinate educational provision for immigrants 
children.
The following courses were organized between 1980 and 1983 in the context
of  a pilot scheme oofinanoed by the Federal Govemment :
- 24 I-week courses at the Institute with 40 participants per courseJ
- 40 l-week courses at regional level with 30 participants per course.
schoq.l
In addition to the courses organized at Di11ingen, the regional/authorities
organized 102 courses for German teachers  of  bilingual classes in 1980.
A total  of  2 370 teachers took part.
- Eo.::e!~ !e,!CE,e.!:8-
- Within the framework  of  the Dillingen pilot scheme 4 regional and
40 local courses were organized for Greek and Turkish teachers from
Munich, Augsburg, Niimberg and Rof.
- In 1980 the Education Ministry organized two I-week courses, one of
them in collaboration with the Italian Consulate-General.
- The area school authorities organized 92 courses for foreign teachers
of bilingual classes in 1980. A total of 1 650 teachers took part.
- Language courses for foreign teachers
A correspondence course for foreign teachers with no knowledge or an
inadequate knowledge of Gennan has been in operation since 1973. The
course lasts 2 1/2 years.
Number  of  teachers taking the final examination in 1980 
Total number of participants since 1973  800
120DE(BA) 10.
- '!J_ce.u~!.s
In 1980 :Ba.va.r:ia.n Television (:aa.yex-isoher Rundf'unk) produced four
programmes on "to,;oeign pupils at school rt with the assistanoe of
the Education MinistX'Y and other bodies. Some 500 teachers
requested and were sent the accompanying documentation.
C ommenta
Provision in the field of tzaining for foreign teaohers and in-Bemce
tzaining tor German teachers in bilingual c1asBes is exemplary.
Some 3 000 German teaohers participate in the in-sexvice training
programme each year.DE(SE) 1.
mnu.IN'
School ;year 1980/81
1.  N'umbers of foreign pupils General education
N'at1onal1 t;y Grundschule Sondersohule Rea1schule ~siWl1 Gesamtsohule
He.uptsohule
Greek 756 126
Italian 436
Spanish
Turldsh 20 846 933 880 630 1 213
Yu.gos1av 3 353 151 212 234 209
Po:rtugu.ese
Other 3 422 168 231 700 1 031
28 913 1 325 1 471 1 193 2629
22.9 % 13.7 % 4 % 5 % 7 %
Vooationa.l education
. .
Berufs- Beru.fs- Beru.fs- FaohobeI'-
Nationali t;y Berufssohule grundbil- faoh- aufbau- schule Faohsohule
dungsjahr schule schule
Greek
Italian
Spanish
Turldsh 1 343 131 existant
Yugoslav 213
Po:rtugu.ese
Other 320
2 005 181 161 134 136
6 % 9 % 5 % 6 % 1.1 %
Proportions  low  in vocational and teohnical" &duca1;ion. ImmigI9.11ts undeI'-
represented in the elite branches of seoonda.~ education.DE(BE) 2.
ReoeptiOll arra.ngements
Grundsohule (6 years)
a) !e,2,8,it!o.!! 2,l,!s.!,8.!, (Vorberei tungsklassen)
Aim 3 to help pupils to leam Gemanquiokly and upgmde their general
educa t:1 on
Minimwn number of pupils (1 or several nationa.lities) 3 15
Maximum number of pupils (1 or several nationalities) 3 24
Duration 3 minimwn 6 months, maximwn 2 y.ars.
b) Intensive tuition in Ge:rman
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Foreign pupils arriving in the courSe of a school year, reoeive intensive
tuition in Ge:mum for 10 hours per week. For the rest of the time they
participate in the activities of a reception olass of the approp:r:late
age group.
Maximum duration: 6 months
NUmber of pupils : 10
Where the number of foreign pupils in a school is insufficient for
the establishment of a reception class , the pupils in question receive
2 hours' intensive tuition in German per day (10 hours per week) until
they are capable of c oping with the work of an ordinary class.
c) l!e.!!!e2.i~I cla!s2.s
Where foreign pupils in ordinary classes have problems with Germa.n or
other subjects, remedial tui t10n (Forderunterricht) may be provided.
Such tuition may be given by a foreign teacher in the pupils' mother
tongue.
d) Foreign pupils enrolling after the 5th year are not required to take
English. Instead, additional tuition in. German is provided.DECBE) 3.
Hauptschule (7th to 10th years of schooling)
a) ~eean!!I!. ' 7!o'!p!i,2ll_~.BP-
Pupils with no knowledge or insufficient knowledge of Gennan are
assigned to a beginners' group. Such groups receive 10 hours' tuition
in German per w~ek. Other subjects may be taught by a foreign teacher
in the pupils' mother tongu.e.
Maximum number of pupils: 20
Duration: minimum: 6 months
maximum : 1 year.
b) !dya.8c2.d ~o'!p!i,2ll_~.BP.!
Pupils who have attended a beginners t reception group or a Grundschule
reception clas.s but still cannot cope with the work of an ordina:r:y
class are assigned to an advanced reception group.
Tnt tion in German amounts to 10 hours per week.
The other subjects are taught in German.
Number of hours per week: 
Maximum number of pupils
Duration: 6 months maximum.
Pupils who have proved impossible to integrate into a 1st year class
(7th year of schooling) after a year in Germany may repeat this class.
c) .2P2.c!a1 .!9E.e~t!08 E.l~s!e.! fo:!. ~URi1s a~.!! 14...1_1,2
Foreign pupils entering Berlin at 14 or 15 years of age who are considered
incapable of obtaining the lower seoonda:r:y leaving certificate (Haupt-
schulabschluB) in 2 years are assigned to a 2-year adjustment class
at a lower seoonda:r:y school.
A pupil aged 15 at the time of his ent:r:y into Be:r:-lin may be exempted
from attendance at an adjustment class if he is attending a vocational
preparation and social integration course for young foreigners.
d) !s.!a~l!s!En.:.n.! 2.f - sP..e~i:.l c.!.a!s.:.s _f2.r -- f2.1!i~ _p~p!l!
In order to facilitate the teaohe:r:-s' task, special classes for foreign
pupils (of one or several nationalities) may be formed in schools where
foreign pupils with diffioul ties in German represent more than 20 % of
all pupils enrolled.DE(BE) 4.
Foreign pu.pils may be exempted froln the study of English. It should,
however, be noted that in this case the laaving cerlificate cannot be
recognized as equivalent to a Realschule leaving certificate.
Realschule 9 Gymna.sium.a.nd Gesamtsohule
a) Raception groups at beginners t and advanced level are organized
for 1st-year pupils at Gesamtschulen (see under Hauptschule).
b) Remedial tuition in Ge:rma.n ma.y be provided after the 1st year.
c) The first foreign language is compulsoIj'". The second foreign
language may, however, be replaced by the mother ~ongue or one
of the national languages of the pupils t countIY or origin.
d) Exemption from attendance at classes in a second foreign language
is possible on condition that the pupil takes an examination in
his mother tongue at the end of the 4th year (10th year of schooling).
The time thus freed is devoted to additional tuition in Gexman or
the first foreign language.
2 Other measures
- When the proporliion of foreign pupils at a school passes the 5 %
mark a once-off grant of DM 3 000 is made for educational docu...
mentat ion.
- For each foreign pupil newly enrolled at a Berlin school the
following once-off payments are ma.de :
Grundschule and special schools
Ha.uptschule and Realschule
Gymnasi um/Gesamtschule jBerufsschule
DM 
DM 100
DM 
statistics
... Reception classes (Vorbereitungsklassen) Grundschule 2 616 pupils (81/82)
Stage I secondaIj'"  1 828 pupils
Percentage of fot'ei gn pupils benefiting from t:ransition
arrangements : 10.6 % (81/82).DE(BE) 5.
.. Intensive tuition in German
Grundsohul e
Stage I seoonda.Iy
1 833 pupils (81/82)
1 611 pupils.
Tuition in the l~ge and culture of origin
- At Grundsohulen and Hauptsohulen the mother tongue is used as a
mediUJn of teaching in the context of the reception ar:ra.ngements
(cf. 2.1 a) and c).
Integmted tuition in T1.1rkish is offered from the 5th to the 9th
year of schooling.
- At Realsohulen, Gymnasien and. Gesamtsohulen the mother tongue (or
one of the languages of the country of origin) may be studied as
the second foreign lan~ge.
- Tuition in the language and culture of origin outside school hours
is organized under the auspices of the consular authorities (4 to
5 hours per week in the afternoon). The city authorities pay sub-
sidies and provide premises free of charge.
Out-of-school tuition in the lB,1lgUa.ge and culture of origin (81/82)
Pupils % of all  pupils
relevant nationality
Italian 13.
Greek 496 45.
T1.1rki sh 135
Spanish 126 95.
Portugtlese 22.
Slovenian
Serbo-Croat
195 49. Al reman
Ma.cedonian
Teachers of the language and culture of origin
The foreign teachers taking reception classes are employed as nO11-
established staff and paid by the city authorities, as are the teachers
taking language classes for immigrants at Realschulen, Gymnasien and
Gesamtschulen (second foreign language).
The teachers taking out-of-sohool classes are employed by the consular
authorities.
No figures supplied.DeeSE) 6.
Ed~ationa.l cooperation between host oount17 and oount17 of origin
None except for assistance with teacher recruitment.
Comments: 0 The reoeptionarra.ngements are praisewortb;y at 
all levels.
0 There is no sign of any movement towards integ%'ated mother
tongue tuition at Grundsohule level.
0 A major pilot scheme is currently being implemented with
assistance from the Commission to test the practicality of
offering TI1rkish as the first or second foreign language in
all three branches ofseconda17 ed~ation. GeD19.n pupils are
not pe1'lllitted to opt for TI1rkish.
4 A special effort is being made at Gesamtsqhule level to
assist TI1rkish pupils.
0 The two branches of tuition in the mother tongue and. culture
- inside and outside the school system  would appear to
be wholely divo:roed from. each other.
60 In the abaence of sound, reliable criteria, theestabl1shment
of special classes for foreign pupils may be prejudicial to
their integration in the school system.
4.  T'"eacher trainin~
Initial and further trainin~ of Gennan teachers
The universities and specialized colleges (Fachhoohsohulen) in the city offer
courses in teaching foreign pupils and the problems of illlllligra.nts.
In-sezvice training
- Foreign teachers employed by the consular authorities
The report submi tted ~ the city authorities makes no mention of
training provision for these teachers.
- German and foreign teachers employed  the city authorities.
Participation in the in-sezvice courses or~zed specially for teachers
taking foreign pupils is  compulsoxy. NUIllber of participants in  81/82  : c. 300.
Foreign teachers with no knowledge or insufficient knowledge of German on
ta1d.ng up employment must attend courses at the Goethe-Institut. Renewal of
the contract of employment is dependent on their passing an examination in
Gennan.DE(BE) 7.
Comment: In-seIVice training courses should also be accessible to
foreign. teachers employed by the consular authorities.DECBR) 1.
.!!!!!!!!
School year 1980/81
1.  Number of' f'oreiRn J)Upils Genem1 education
Nationality Grtmdsohule Sondersohule Realsohule Gynm.a.sium Gesamtsohule
Hauptsohule
Greek 101
Italian 152
Spani,sh
Turkish 4 947 168 388 130
Yugoslav 351
Portuguese 310
Other 604 116
6 531 260 604 402 173
12.1 % 2 % 1 % 5 % 0 %
Vocational education
Beru.f's- Beru.f's- Beru.f's- FaohobeX'-o Faohsohule Nationali ty Beru.f'ssohule grundbil- f'aoh- aufba.u- sohule
dungsja.hr schute sohule
Greek
Italian
Spanish
Turkish 566 370
Yugoslav
Portuguese
Other
735 394 138
9 % 5 % 4 % 4 % 9 %
Immigrantswe11 represented in prevooationa1 education but undeX'-orepresented in
vocational and technioal education.
Approximately 20 % of young foreigners do notAlleet the requirement that they
undertake part-time Vocational education.
Immigrants are undsX'-orepresented in the elite bmnohes of seoonda.~ education.DE(BR) 2.
Reoeption armn~ments
a)  Reoeption olasses
Aim I to teach foreign pupils Ge:nna.n and upgrade their gene:re.l
Du.re.t1on : 2 ;rears
Olass size I minimum 
ma.ximum 20
education.
Pupils in these olasses join those 
ordina.~ classes for sports and artist.
activities. No reception olass tna.;r include
more than two year groups.
New arrivals
Puplls entering the country in the course  of  the school ;year are assigned
to special classes for new arrivals.
First year of primazy school
Depending on their knowledge of German, foreign pupils are assigned to
ordina~ classes, preparato~ olasses or reception classes.
b)  Special p;roups for intensive tuition in Genna.n (Fordergrnppen)
Where the number of pupils involved is insufficient for the esta.bUshment
of a reception class, 7 or 8 hours per week of intensive tuition in German
is organized for groups of between 5 and 12 pupils. For the remainder of
the time the pupils concerned are integrated into an ord.ina~ class.
0)  Remedial tuition
Remedial tuition is organized (in German and other subjects) where necessa~
for pupils who have transferred to ordina~ classes.
d) The number of teachers available for reception/remedial classes is detel'--
mined according to the following formula: 0.7 hours per week per foreign
pupil in a reception class or ~quiring remedial tuition.
e) Assistanoe with homework
Remedial tuition in German is given as part of the guided homework scheme.
f) Grants are paid to finance the acquisition of teaching material for
reception and remedial olasses. The rate is c. DM 18 per pupil in general
education and DM 22.40 in vocational education. In addition, equipement
grants are paid annually on the basis of the needs of the schools.DE(BR) 3.
g) Reoeption .olasses were set up at seoonda.17 level (Realschule, Gymnasium)
in 1980.
Number  of  pupi~endinA' reception o~asses 
Yugoslav
Greek
Turk1eb
Spanish
Portuguese
445
466
Remedial tuition (:F8rdergrnppen, stiitzunterrioht f 3 265 (1981/82).
Percentage  of  foreign pupils banefi ting from transition arr$ngements
(reoeption olasses) : 5.1 % (1981/82).DE(BR) 4.
Tuition in the lane:ua.e:e and oul ture of' oridn
Grundachule and Hauptsohule
!e.2,eRt!,o,!'! 2.l!;s,!e,!!
Tuition provided in Turltish, Serbo-Croat and PortUguese.
.Q~!l&g _o!a,!s,!s
No integrated tuition.
Realsohule and Gymnasium
Since 1982 it has been possible to taka the mother tongue in placa of a
second foreign language (pupils may ba grouped whare this is naoassazy
in view of the number of anrolments).
out..of'..sohool  tuition in the language and oul ture of' origin
Such tuition is or~ni~ed outside the scope of the city sohool authorities'
responsibilities.
Premises are made available to the or~nizing bodies (generally consulates)
free of charge.
No figures supplied.
Teachers of the 1angu.a.ge and culture of orildn
The foreign teachers taking  reception classes are employed and paid by the
ci ty authorities.
In 1980 there were 33 Turkish teachers
1 Yugoslav teacher
1 part-time Portuguese teacher
These teachers also fulfil the functions of interpreter, translator and
counsellor.
Increase planned: 1980
1981
1982
1983
34.
35.
59.
86.
No infoI'lIlat1on supplied regarding the teachers providing tuition in
the language and culture of origin outside the school system.DE(BR) 5.
Colllments 1. The reception facilities are comprehensive.
2. Too little bas been done as regards the provision of tuition
in the mother tongue and oul ture. There appear to be signs of
an improvement starting in 1982.
3. The two branches of tut tion in the mother tongue and ou! ture
- inside and outside the school system  are wholely divorced
from each other.
Educational cooperation between host OO1lt1tzy and oountlY of origin
Not mentioned.
4.  Teacher traininp:
Initial .and. further trainin,l;' of German teachers
Since 1918 the University of Bremen has offered a ' 8-semester oourse in
Gexman with speoialhation in the teaching of Gexman as a foreigtt language.
students taking this course also learn Turkish. A I-year course of further
training organized by the Univerei ty and the Wissensohaftliohes Institut fifr
Sohulpra.xis (Institute for the Study of Eduoational Pra.otioe) has been
available to sezving teachers since 1918. Students on this course teach in
a reception olass  or  remedial class for 6 hours each week.
NUmber of participants : 20 per year.
In-servioe of Gexman and. foreign teachers
In-servioe training for Gexman and foreign teachers employed by the city
authorities is organized by the WIS and relates essentially to reception
olass teaching methods and the learning of Turkish.
Gexman and foreign teachers taking immigrants' children for the first time
attend a I-year preparatory course. Their teaching load is reduced by 5 hours
per week during the first half of this course and 2 hours per week during
the second half.
Comments : 1. Provision in the field of ~ritial , further and in-sezvioe
training is exemplary in so fas as teachers employed by the
oi ty authorities are concerned.
2. There is no mention of any in-sezvioe training provision for
foreign teachers taking olasses outside the school system.DE(HA) 1.
HA.M.BURG
School ;year 1980/81
1.  Number ot foreign IN.p:I.ls
Nationali t;y GrundI'Johu1e Sonde rsohule Rea1I'Johule GyIIma.sium Gesamtl'Johule
Ha.uptsohule
Greek 734 144
Italian 493
Spanish 393
Turki sh 8 310 500 338 281 848
Yugoslav 1 398 126 128 163
Portuguese 1 080
Other 1 794 129 288 992 382
14 206 905 1 065 1800 1 663
16. 'to 10 'to 8 'to 6 'to 2 'to
Berufs- BeIUf's- Beru.f's- Fa.ohober-
Nationality Berufsschule grundbil- f'ach- au:f'ba.u- sohule Fa.ohsohule
dungsjahr sohule schule
Greek
Italian
Spanish
Turkish 1 682 378
Yugoslav 129
Portuguese 127
Other 278 192
2453 553 419 115
5 'to lli2.1 9 'to 'to 'to 'to
Immigrants well represented in compulsory vocational education 'but under-
represented in technical education.
Immigrants are under-represented in the elite branches of eeoonc1$ry education.DE(HA) 2.
'Reoe1rtion anan.nllaents
a)  Reoeption 01a888s for late entrants aged 7 or over
(Auttangkla8sen tUr Se1 teneinsteiger)
MUltination$l classes
a hours' per day intensive tuition 1n G8%'111&n
2 hours' per day artistio activities and sporis total 20 houri
per week:
6 months followed by banster M'&1c:imum  duration  ot  attendance :
to an ordina:r:r reception olass.
b) ReoeptiO2:1 classes (Vorbereitungsklassen)
Forlst~year ~pils
~l t1national olasses
-----------
Class si~e 10 - 12 children
After 1 year pupils join an ordinary 2nd-year olass.
~i,!!g!e=n! t,!0!!9-1iy - c la!.s,! s
l.o hours' per week tuition in the mother tongue
14 hours' per week tuition in German
Class size : normal (20 - 25)
There are plans to extend this type of class to years 1 - 4.
For pupils in years 2 to 6 (Hamburg pattern)
Multinational classes , 28 hours per week
fupils join an ordinary class for approximately half the time.
Intensive tuition in German given in reception class (10 hours per week).
For pupils in years 7 to 9 (Standing Conference pattern)
Multinational classes, 28 hours per w~ek including 10 hours' intensive
tuition in German. fupils share only a few activities (sporls and
artistic activities) with ordinary classes.
Generally speaking, pupils leave the various types of reception class
after 1 year's attendance.DE(HA) 3.
c)  Intensive tuition in German
Generally speaking 2 hours per day.
NUmber  of  pupils per group: 15.
For the remainder  of:  the time the pupils oonoemed join 
ominar.y class (Hamburg pattern).
d)  Additional tuition in German (li'8rderunterrioht)
Pupils leaving reception classes receive add! t!onal tuition 
1 hOUr per day in German.
Class size: 15.
8)  Bilin~l reception classes
14 hours per week taught in the mother tongue (language tuition,
hlstor.Y', geography, religbmEi inst:motion).
14 hours per week taught in German (German language 8 hours per week,
mathematics, sports).
Class si~e 20 - 25.
t)  Reception arrangements are also in operation in speoial schools.
g) 
Prevooationa,l olasses (We~kklassen)
Young foreigners aged 15/16 who have failed to obtain the lower
secondary leaving oertifioate (HauptsohulabsohluB) and. are not
apprenticed may enrol in aprevooational olass.
Duration : 2 years with poSEiibili ty of obtaining the Ha.uptsohulabsohluB
Class size
32 hours per week including 12 hours of workEihop activities.
h) Intensive courses in German at vocational schools
.::
t!m2. ,E8.!t2.I!l
Duration: 10 weeks
Class size 12 pu.pils
24 hours per week comprising 14 hours f Germa.n, 2 hours f mathematics
2 hours f sports , 2 hours t optional studies, 2 hours f counselling or
remedial tUition.DE(HA) 4.
Eaxt.::t!m.! pj,t.!z:! (linked to part-time vocational education)
Du.mtion : unspecified
Class size 12 pupils
2 :It .3 hours per week.
i)  Ninth-year classes for foreign pupils
These olasses are organized forI6 year-olds who have .alrealy attended
school in Gema,ny for I or 2 years but have not obtained the leaving
certifioa te.
English is repIaoed by tuition in the mother tongue.
Class size  .20 pupils
34 hours per week.
j) 
Assistanoe with homework
Assistanoe with homework is organized in the districts with heavy oon-
centrations of immigrants. Guided homework sessions occupy 10 hours
per week in the afternoons and are combined with sports and games.
Class size: 15 pupils (half Ge~ and half foreign).
k)  Preschool classes (Vorlaufgruppen)
Six-month preschool classes are organized, primarily in districts with
a high immigrant population, for children aged 5 1/2.
Class size : 15 (mainly foreign).
lahours per week.
1)  Exploring the environment
Teachers organize exploration groups (10 children) in the afternoons,
with a view to acquainting foreign children with the environment in which
they live.
Statistics (26. 1980)
38 preschool groups
44 reception classes with 1 069 pupils
32 bilingual classes with 810 pupils
55 guidance groups
55 guided homework groups (including 40 for special education)
686 foreign pupils at vocational schools undergoing training under
apprenticeship contracts (43. 7 %).DE(HA) 5.
Pupil numbers 1981/82
Intensive tuition in
Geman
Reoeption olasses Bilingual classes
Italian
Greek
Yugoslav
Turkish
Spanish
Portugnese
Other
742
179
1 824
6 600 pupils
2 066 pupils including
605 in Stage I of
seconda.%7 education
21 intensive classes in German operating in vooational e4,uoation with
303 pupils J
7 prevocational classes with 141 pupils.
Percentage of foreign pupils benefiting from t:ansition arrangements
(reoeption olasses and bilingual classes) : 14.6 % (1981/82).
982 pupils
on in tpe lanK\18.ge and culture of origin
a)  Single naticnality reoeption classes
4 hours t per week tuition in the mother tongu.e
6 hours t per week general education using mother tongu.e as
medium of teaching.
b)  Bilingual olasses
4 hours' per week tuition in the mother tongu.e
10 hours' per week general educat.ion usittg mother tongue as
medium of teaching.
c)  Ordinazy olasses (5th, 6th and 7th years of schooling'.
Pupils aged 8 or over when they first attended school in Germany may opt to
'fLake their mother tongtle in place of EngUl3h as a first foreign language.
Languages offered: Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, Tu.r1dsh Modem Greek
Serbo-Croat.
From the 7th year of schooling it ia possible to take English as a
second foreign language.
d) Stage II of secondar:r education:
No integrated mother tongue tuition.DE(HA) 6.
e)  Out-of-schoo1 tuition in the mother tonP:l1e
Pupils attending ordina:r:r olasses may take tuition in their mother
tongue outside school houX's. Mu:imwn 4 hou:ra paX' week for yea:ra
1 to 4J maximum 6 hours per week for yea:ra 7 to 10.
This tuition is organized in the aftemoons undeX' the auspioes of
the oonsu1ar autho:r:l. ties. Premises are provided free of charge by
the Land autho:r:l. ties.
Statistics on out-or-school tuition (1981/82)
Italian
Greek
TI1rkish
Spanish
Portuguese
Serbo-Croat
244 pupils
584
1 514
462
651
1 211
4 672 (22 % of all foreign pupils).DE(HA) 7.
Comments: 1. The reception arrangements are highly flexible and extend
from the preschool stage through to vocational education.
2. 'rui tion in the mother tongue is not integrated into the
ali te branches of secondary education and is entirely absent
from Stage II secondary education.
3. There is no cooperation in educational matters between the
Land authorities and the various sending countries.
4. The Senate has decided to cut back:: progressively on out-
of-school mother tongue tuition and increase provision
within the normal sohool timetable correspondingly.
Teachers of the la.n~ge and culture of ori~n
The foreign teachers who take one-nationalitY'reception classes and
bilingual classes are employed by the Land and subject to the
authority of a school head. At the time of reoM tment theY' must be
able to show that they have a good command of German and have been
resident in the country for a number of. years.
In principle , the teaching load is 10 hours per week. In addition,
foreign teachers must be available for a further 10 hours for intex--
preting, translation and counselling duties or visits to families.
Teachers taking out-or-school olasses are employed by the consular
authorities.
Statistics see 2.
Teacher training'
Initial and further training' of Gennan teachers
Hamburg University offers a course in the teaching of Gennan as a
foreign language. A 3-semester course of further training in the
teaching of foreign children was introduced in October 1980.
Capacity: 30 participants , comprising 20 students and 10 selVing
teachers enjoying a 50 ~ reduction in working houre.DE(HA) 8-
In-semoe tra.:l.ninp;
GeIman teachers
The Institut fur Lehrerfortbildung (Institute for In-servioe Teaoher
Training offers a course in the teaching of GeIman as a foreign
langut:t.ge. A teacher guidance unit (Beratungsstelle) was established
at the Institute in 1981.
One-semester seminars (40 participants each) are organized to ensure
the continuing training  of  teaching staff. Particj,pants' teaching
load is reduced by 5 hours per week during the seminar.
Forei~ teachers
Foreign teachers employed by the city authorities have access to the
same in-service training as GeIman teachers. The consular authorities
are responsible for the in-service training of teachers employed
by them.
Comments
1. When recruiting teachers the city authorities give preference
to those qualified in the teaching of foreign pupils.
2. The common in-service training provided for German and foreign
teachers in the service of the city authorities is not open to
teachers employed by the consulates.DECHE) 1.
BESSEN
Sohool year 1980'A31
1.  Number of foreign pupils General education
Nationality Grundsohule Sonde rsohul e  Realsohule GyIDlI.8.si um Gesamtsohule
Haupt so hul e 
Greek 451 106 149 308 691
Italian 6 720 595 322 306 1 678
Spanish 832 244 302 294 983
Turldsh 20 139 100 462 440 4459
Yugoslav 5 519 202 384 501 1 022
Portugu.ese 489 362
Other 5 351 270 315 2014 1 803
45 561 2 329 1 678 922 10 998
14 % 4 % 2 % 2 % 14.4 %
Vocational education
Berufssohulen Berufs-
Nationality und Be 1'I1fsfao h-  aufba.u- FaohobeI'- Faohsohulen
Be1'l1fsgrund- schul en  sohulen sohulen
bildungsjahre
Greek 512
Italian 352 124
Spanish 761 123
Turkish 4 114 265 168
Yugoslav 623 124
Portuguese 285
Other 843 191 201
8 490 923 511 155
6 % 1 % 21& 7 % 2 %
Immigrants well represented in Gesamtsohulen but undeI'-represented in
Rea1schulen and Gymnasium; percentage of Italian and Spanish pupils in
special education abnormally high.DE(HE) 2.
2.  Reo81).tion  a.~metlts
G~dsohu.1.a.ndta.tlohu.le
a) Jts.i.at10Jl,g,1,!s,!e!, (Voroereitungsklassen)
Aim t to teaoh the pupilb Germ.a.n and upgrade their gene:re.l education.
The e1asm teacher is genex'EI.1ly foreign. Gexma.n  taught by a ae);'mQ.tl
Mtional.
01ass sbe  15 pupils
A second class must be formed where there are 30 or
moX'e pupils.
Duration t 2 or exceptionally 3 years
Transfer to an ordina.ry class takes place at the end 
a sohool ;rear.
b) Preschool classes (Vorlaufkurse)
--......-.........-
Classes organized for children who have not attended a nursery sohool
and have no knowledge  of  German. Classes start 6 months before the
attainment of compulsoIjl' school age and continue to the end. of the
1st semester of the 1st year of schooling.
Class size 15 pupils
0) ~i.!.i~~.! !~.!i!i2,J1...o.!.a.!.s!s
...
Teaching is oonductedpartly in the mother tongue and partly in
German. Tuition in German and in other subjects using German as
the mediwn of teaching takes up half the timetable. The class teacher
is German.
d) Intensive tuition in German
... ... ... ... .... ... - - - ... ... ... ...
Organized for pupils aged 12 - 15 wi th no knowledge of German 
thoae oases where neither reception nor bilingual classes are in
operation. The pupils concerned receive 14 houre' tuition in / using
German per week. They join an ordina.ry class of the appropriate
year group for music, gymnastics and technical studies. In addition,
those aged 14 / 15 reoeive vocationa.l guidanoe.DE(HE) 3.
e) J!eJae!i!.l tJ!i!i.2,11-
If n80CUUJlU'1. x-emedial tuition (in Geman and other subjeots on the
our:r1oulwn) MY be organbed for foreign pupils attending o:mina.q
classes.
t)  !d.4t!~.2r1!1 e1atf
For every 75 foreign pupils attending a reception clasG or receiving
remedial tuition, the school is entitled to an additional teacher
post. Foreign pupils in the 1st year of sohooling count , dou~le for the
allocation ot teaching staff.
Addi tion.a.l staff may be requested if more than 50 % of the sohool' 
pupils are foreign.
g) !s.!i.!t~!:.e w!t1! 1!0.!!~0.!:R:...
This is organized qy .oharitable associations inoollaboration with
the sohools.
The Land authorities grant subsidies.
Rea1sohule and GymnasiUIll
Du.ring the first 2 years at a Realsohule or Gymnasium, a bad mark .
German will not be taken into account providing that the pupil's per-
formance in the other subjects is satisfactory.
Vocational education
Intensive tuition in German is offered to foreign pupils enrolled at
vocational schools.
Full-time prevocational training classes may be organized for foreign
pupils who have been in the Federal Republic for less than 3 years and
have insufficient knowledge of German.DE(HE) 4.
'l'1l11e1:s.b1e  genem1 edUDation 18 hou1'S per week ino111ding 10 hou:m of Ge%'DIM
'teohnios.l IIIdUDation 12 hou1'S per week options 4 hours per week
r:revooa:tional training and 8001101 integration oOUt'llell of 8 hou%'fll per week
are provided for young foreigners enrolled in part-time vooational
eduoat1on.
81:&t18t108(15. 10. 1979)
NUmber of reo$pt1on classes NUmber of foreign pupils
Nl.tional1 t3"
in reoeption Grundsohulen Ha.uptsohulen total
01&8Se8
Greek 4 550 1 303 28.
Italian 9 341 1 lC17 11.
Yugoslav 6 669 186
Portuguese 1 946 133
Spanish 4 773 116
Turkish 103 040 14.
Moroccan 909
Other 7 615
184 56.912 971 10.
186*) 3*)
*) School year 1981/82
3..  Tuiti on in the language and culture of origin
Grimdschule and Hauptschule
a) Foreign pupils in ordinary classes receive tuition in their mother tongue
and culture from the 2 year of schooling to the end of compulsory
schooling.DE(HE) 5.
ThiEl tuition is oompulsoxy. Pupilsma;r, however, be exoused at the
request of their parents.
Classes are held in the afternoon oX' on Saturday morning.
N'umbeX' of hoU1'S per week 
Number of pupils per olass  minimum 12
maximum 25
b) From the 1st year (5th year of schooling) foreign pupils in all branohes
of Stage I seoonda.%7 eduoation (Hauptsohule, 1t.e.a.lsohule; Gymnasium) may
opt for their mother tongue and culture in plaoe of English. From the
3rd year they may opt for English or French as a second foreign language
in order to avoid compromising their ohanoeaJof continuing their studieaJ
in upper seoonda.%7 school.
These pupils are excluded from the tuition outside school hours referred
to under a).
0) The mother tongue is both taught and used as a medium of teaohing in
reception classes and bilingual transition classes.
d)  Reli#p.ous instruction
From the 2nd year of schooling religious instruction may be given in
the mother tongue.
Gymna.s i um
In principle, foreign pupils may choose to study the language of origin
as a. foreign. language. Whether classes should be organized in a pa.:rf;ioular
language is decided on a case-by-case basis by the Education Minist%7.
Vocational education
Tui 'bion in the language and cui ture of origin may be organized where there
is sufficient demand.DE(HE) 6.
Statistics (15.10.1919)
Tuition in the 1~ and culture of origin
Na tional1 t;r
Number  Courses in Reoeption
Total 
Of  foreign the language olasses
b + c pupils and culture and bllingu&l
Of  origin olasses
Greek 4 525 315 303 2 618 57.
Italian 9 188 3 013 1 107 4 120 44.
1Ugoslav 6 590 549 186 2 735 41.
Portuguese 1 926 785 133 918 47.
Spanish 4 716 2 321 116 2 437 51.
Turkish 20 578 6 947 3 040 9 981 48.
Morocoan 849 105 12.
Other 543 997 1 066 14.
55 915 18 015 5 971 23 986 42.
21 327*) 40.8*)
*) School year 1981/82
Teachers  of  the lanp:ua.~ and oul ture  of  oritd.n
All foreign teachers providing tuition in the language and ow. ture of
their country of origin are employed and paid by the Land authorities.
They may be either established officials or non-established staff.
Whether foreign teachers should be granted established status is
decided on a oase-by-oase basis by the Minister of Education.
. ,
Foreign teachers are recruited either directly by the Land authorities
or via the consulates.
Teachers reorui ted via the consulates are sometimes seconded offioia1s
of the oount:zy of origin.
The Land authorities are responsible for directing and monitoring
tui tion in the language and culture of origin.DE(HE) 1.
Statistios (15.10.1979)
Foreign teachers
Nationalit;y Full-time Part-time
Italian
Greek
Yogoslav
Tur1dsh 192
Spanish
Portuguese
...
Other
485
Educational cooperation between host oountxy and oountz:y  of  ongin
Bilateral comrni ttees (Land/sending oountry) are in operation. These
committees are involved in the recruitement  of  teachers and determine
the penod  of  service for seconded teachers. They also collaborate
in the selection  of  teaching matenal for tuition in the mother tongue
and culture.
The normal duration  of  posting for staff seconded by the consulates
is around 4 to 6 years.
Comments 1. There are no reception facilities as such at Realschulen
and Gymns.sien.
2. Educational cooperation between the Land and the vanous
sending count nes is inadequate as regards tuition in the
language and culture  of  ongin.DE(HE) 8.
4.  Teacher training
Initial and.:f'u.rther training .of Ge:nnan teachers
The methodology' of teaching foreign pupils, mixed classes, German as
a foreign la.ngu.age and related matters are covered by the initial
training programmes at Frankfurt, Marburg, Kassel and Giessen
Universities. Kassel University offers a 4...semester COurse of training
in the teaching of German as a second language.
Tminee teachers (Referendare) are, as faJ': as possible , assigned to
jobs where they will have contact with foreign pupils.
In-service training of GeJ:'man and forei~ teachers
In-eervice training courses and study groups are open to both German
and foreign teachers.
Special courses are organized for new foreign teachers and tuition
in German is available to them.
DIlring the first half of 1981 the central administration organized
17 .in-seIVice training courses. A total of 55 study groups were
organized at regional level in 1980 and 36 in the first half of 1981.
The Hessisches Institut fur Lehrerfortbildung (Institute for In-semce
Teacher Training) organized 30 in-service courses in 1980, including
11 reserved for foreign teachers and 19 open to both GeJ:'man and
foreign teachers.
A total of 1 198 teachers undemook in-service training during the
1981/82 school year.
Comment The in-service training facilities for h,rman and foreign
teachers are excellent.DE(NS) 1.
LOWER SAXONY
School ;yeaX' 1980/81
1.  N\1Jnbers of f'orsign P\1pils General edUDation
Nationali t;y Grundsohule 3onderaohule Rea1sohule GyDlnasium Gesa.mtsohule Ha.uptsohule
Greek 975 122 109
Italian 2 929 279 199 123
Spanish 1 818 193 147 107
Tu.rkish 19849 1 071 527 286 215
Yugoslav 2 213 129 169 102
Portuguese 1 156 159
Other 4042 108 524 1 241 199
34 042 948 1 161 2127 656
7 % 5 % 1 % 1 % 7 %
Vocational edUDation
Berufs- Be ruts- Berufs- Fa.ohobel'--
Nationali t;y Berutssohule grundbil- fa.ch- aut'ba.u- sohule Fa.ohsohule
dungsjahr schute sohule
Greek 179
Italian 246 109
Spanish 215
Tu.r1dsh 1 765 1 721 170
Yugoslav 143
Portuguese 137
Other 603 167 204 123
348 2 224 550 185 179
1.6 % 9 % 1.4 % 2 % 1 % 1.9 %
Immigrants undeI'-represented in oompulsor,y vocational education. Proportion of
immigrants in technical sohool;y tiny. Tu.rldsh pupils the subject of speoial
efforts in pre-vocational education.
Immigrants undeI'-represented in the elite branches of seoondazy education.DE(NS) 2..
2.  Reoeption arrangements
qrundsohule and HauptEschule
a) !e.e,e:e:f;!O!!.2,l!s!e!
Aitll  to help pupils to learn German quickly and upgrade their geneml
education.
Duration t 1 or exceptionally 2 years
Class sbe  minimum 10
maximum 24.
b) Inhnsbre tuition in Gannan
----...---------
Organized for foreign pupils attending ordina~ classes with a view to
helping them to learn German.
Years 1 to 4 
Yea:rs 5 to 9 
DUration : 1 year
Minimum number of pupils per group:
6 hours per week
8 hours pe:r week
c) ~.~.o!a! .te.2,e;et!O!! .2,l!!;s!!eE. .!t.J.!a,!:  Y2.  le.!'.:e! (besondere Vo:rberei tungeklassen~
Special reception classes may be organized for new arrivals entering the
Gennan system at year  8/9  level. These classes prepare pupils for ent~
to vocational training.
Minimum number of pupils
Individual guidance provided.
d) !!e!!!e~!l- t,!!iii,2t1_(Forderunterricht)
Generally speaking, a remedial group comprises 8 pupils.
Nwnbe:r of hours per week: 4
Remedial tuition is provided in parallel with the pupil'
2 hours per week may be added to the normal timetable.
Exceptionally, individual remedial tuition may be offered
term basis.
ordina.~ studies,
on a short-
e) Foreign pupils with language difficulties count double for the purposes
of teacher allocation. This has the effect of enabling schools to offer
the full ra.nge of facilities mentioned under a), b), 0) and d).DE(NS) 3.
f) From year 6 foreign pupils may be excused the studies of English. In
its pla.oe tuition ma.y be orga.nbed in the mother tongue of Geman.
In this case, however, the leaving certifioate a.wa.1'ded on completion
of oompul~o1Y sohooling (Hauptsohula.bsohluB) will be the "o1'dina.xy
certificate rather than the higher grade oertifioate.
g) In principle, no more than 20 % of thE! pupils in an ordina.xy class should
be toreign. Where more than a thixrl. of the class istoreign, a special
olass must be famed tor the foreign pupils.
h) !iJ:.i!!E8.! ,g,l,!s,!e!
An experimental scheme is under way.
Minimum number ot':pupils 20.
Timetable of bilingual classes
Oberatufe
Grundschule ( upper Ha.uptschule
primary)
Year Year Year Year Year
Mother tongue
German
Joint classes
(Ge11l18.n and fOrei
pupils)
Realschule. Gymnasium and Gesamtschule
No reception arrangements. It is assumed that pupils who enrol in
these schools are already integrated into the system.
- Vocational education
Young foreigners aged 15/16 may apply for admission to a prevocational
t:ra.ining class (Berufsvorbereitungsjahr).DE(NS) 4.
Reception classes (198l!82l
Jrationali t;r
Italian
NUmber of pupils
Yugoslav
Greek
Turkish
Spanish
Portuguese
Other
1 229
1 32~
2 '650 including 488 at Grundsohule
837 in Stage I of
seoondaxy education
Intensive courses in German: 1 815 pupils including 1 028 at Grundsohula
767 in Stage I of
seoondaxy
education
Remedial tuition 14 936 pupils including 9 428 at GrundBohule
5 078 in Stage I of
secondary'
education
Percentage of' pupils  benefiting from transition arrangements
(reception classes and bilingual classes) : 3.7 % (1981/82).
Eduoational provision outside the school system
A variety of private .and local authority bodies organize assistance
with homework (no figures supplied).
4 Comments 1. The system of counting foreign pupils double for the
purpose of teacher allocation enables reception and.
remedial tuition to be o'Fga.nized simply and effectively.
2. New arrivals aged 10 or over are liable to be excluded
from the elite branches of seconda~ education.DE(NS) 
3.  Tuition in the lan~p:e and culture of orildn
Bilingual classes
Tui ti on in USing the mother tongu.e
Years
Mother tongue
Religious
instruction
Other subjects
hours per week
Ordina.r..v classes at G:mndschulen and. Ha.uptschulen
Integrated tuition in the mother tongue is available.
Minimum number of pupils : 8
A second olass may be fo~ed :
- where there are at least 20 pupils and the olass oomprises pupils
from more thAn one year group;
- where there are at least 30 pupils all from the sarne year group.
Number of hours per week: 5
As far as possible, this tuition should be t1metabled within the normal
school day (momings). Up to 2 hours' tuition may, however, be provided
outside the normal timetable.
Partioipation is optional.
Marks :in the mother tongue appear on the pupil 's report.
At  JTa.u.ptschule level pupils who entered the Federal Republic after their
4th year of schooling and have an inadequate knowledge of German may take
their mother tongu.e in place of English.
Real schul e
Foreign pupils must take English bU:t tuition in the mother tongue may be
offered as an option (second foreign language).
Languages offered: Greek, Italian, Serbo-Croa:t, Portuguese, Spanish,
Turkish.DE(NS) 6.
Gymnasium / Gesamtsohule
Pupils must 'take the language oou.rses of their stream. The mother tong'l1e
may be taken as a second foreign language. There is some question of
provision being made for the mother tongue to be taken as the first
foreign language.
IntelmJ.ted tuition in the lanp:ua.ge and culture of origin (1981/82)
Lan,q:u.a~
Italian
Grundsohule Stap:e I seoonda.IY
Greek
Turkish
944
813
6 163
111
331
550
314
249
" 110
241
436
296
Spanish
Portuguese
Serbo-Croat
10 118 4 652
39.3 % of all foreign pupils (1981/82).
Teachers of the lanp:'Uage and our ture of origin
Fo3;'EIign teachers for bilingual classes and mother tong'l1e tuition are
reoru.ited as non-established by the Land authorities with the assistance
of the consular authorities of the relevant country.
They must be able to show an adequate command of Gexman by the end of
their first year of servioe.
Educational cooperation between host oountIY and oountIY of oriKln
As matters stand, such cooperation only exists with regard. to the
provision of suitably qualified teachers. Curriculum planning and the
preparation and approval of text books should be the subject of
bilateral negotiations. Whilst such negotiations are desired by both
sides, they are practically non-existent at ~he moment.
omments
0 The reception facilities are remarkable at Grundsohule and Hauptschule
level but non--existent in Realschulen, Gymnasien and Gesamtschulen.
0 The majori tyof "integrated" tuition takes place outside the normal
timetable.. in the afternoon.DE(NS) 7.
4.  Teacher tre.ininp;
Initial and further training of GeZ'lllall teachers
A number of options are available in the universities and colleges:
the methodology of teaching immigrants, problems arising from immigration,
immigrant languages.
further training
Since the beginning of the 1981/82 academic year a course of further
training in the teaching of foreigners has been available at Oldenburg
Universi ty for students holding the first state examination.
By virtue of a decree of 30 May 1980 the Niedersa.chsis,ches Landes-
insti tut fUr Lehrerfortbildung, Lehrexwei terbildung und. Unterrichts-
forschung (NLI - Land Institute for In-service Teacher Training and
Curriculum Research) is required to organize a course ot further
training.
Durat ion: 2 years , 500 hours I training
Intended number of participants: 1 000 (priority being accorded to
teachers responsible for reception
classes , preparatozy classes and
remedial tuition).
The course is subdivided into 20 regional courses
Braunschweig, 6 area cO1lrses; Hannover, 8; Liin.eburg, 2;
WeserjEms , 2.
Those taking part enjoy a reduction in teaching load of 5 hours per week
which means that they can be freed from teaching duties evezy Wednesday.
In-service training
German teachers
A total of 25 in-semce training sessions were organized in 1981 for
German teachers taking ordinazy classes with a high proportion of
foreign pupils.
F()reign teachers
In principle, foreign teachers employed by the Land are called to an
in-service training course once a y.ear.
-1st semes~er 1981 :
2nd semester 1981 :
course for Turkish teachers
course for t~hers of other nationalities.DE(NS) 8.
Comment!!
0 The furtheX' tminihg scheme run by the NtI is an interesting in! tiative
but poses certain problems as regards finanoing.
The arrangement whereby' all foreign teachers should attend. an in-sem.oe
course once a year is particularly worthy of note.DE(NW) 1.
NORTH RHINm-WESTPHALIA
School yeaX' 1980/81
1.  Number  of  toreim pupils General eduoation
Nati onali ty Grundsohule Sondersohule Rea1sohule Gymnasium Gesamtsohule Hauptsohule
Greek 915 371 746 1 093 112
Italian 10 806 1 336 934 890 320
Spanish 4 240 492 710 844
Turkish 67 846 3 683 2 342 2 162 1 088
Yugoslav 9 017 577 998 1 052 128
Port;uguese 4080 315 341 247
Other 11 351 897 2082 5 727 548
115 255 7 671 8 153 12 015 2 335
13. 5 % 7 % 2 % 1.9 % 3 %
Vocational education
Beru.:fs- Bernfs- Bernfs- FachobeI'-
Nationali ty Beru.:fsschul e grundbil- fach- auf'bau... sohule Faohsohule
dungsjahr sohule sohule
Greek 376 288 298
Italian 2 164 380 283
Spanish 1 185 128 188
Turkish 9 017 5 994 772 397
Yugoslav 916 160 198
Port;ugu.ese 573 173 107
Other 2 290 281 651 235 207
17 521 7 404 2497 787 327
7 % 4 %
~--
3 % 8 % 4 %
Immigrants are very well represented in prevocational education but undeI'-
represented in vooationa1 and teohnioa1 education, and severely undeI'-repre-
sented in the elite branches of secondary education.DEC NW) 
Reoention al':na.n~ment... (Vorberei tungs1da81t!n)
a) !h.2z:! pj,t!.1'!l
Aim I to ttaoh pupils ae%'Utl, up,rade thei:r _e31 e4uoation 
help the ad.;Jut to  ae:nnan  sooiet:r.
:Du3'Uon a ma:d.mwn 2 :rea1'2l
01all8 8illle a minimum 15, l1I&3Cil!J\1lQ 24.
ko.!!(..p!tj,e.:.n..,(aboHshed in 1982 but classell already elltabU-hed will
run their course)
Aim * to teaoh pupils Germa.n at a relatively leiSurely pace and prepare
them gradually fol'  integration into the German Gohool system.
Duration, 4 - 6 years
Class Gize , minimum 24.
Wherever posaible reception classes are single-nationality in
oha.ra.cter. Short-pattem reception olasses with pupils of several
nationalities are organized where the numbers are insufficient for
the establishment of single-nationality classes.
The timetable of reception olasses varies depending on the age
of pu~i1s involved
Grundschule Seconda~ school
year
5 /6
years
1 - 10
German tuition
Other subjects
taught in German
Mother tongae
tuition
b) Schools are entitled to additional teacher posts in proportion to the
number of foreign pupils. The coefficients applied va~ according to
the type of school:
Grundsohule 85
Hauptsohule 10
Sondersclnrl!.e 50
Gesamtschule 10
sample calculation
Grundschu1e with 134 pupils
~ - 5. 36 i.e. 5.4 posts
23 = 0. 27 i. e. 0. 3 posts
including 23 foreigners
making a total of 5.1 post~DE(NW) 3.
0) The total teacher allocation (ord.ina.%7 plus a.ddi tional) is used to
prOV'ide s
.. remedal hi tion tor foreign pupils in ord.ina.%7 olasses who have
problems with German or other subjects;
.. integrated tuition in the language and culture  of  origin;
.. lupercthed st\ld;r periods atter sohool hours (Silentien).
d) J'oreign pupils  maT take a l..year vocational prepamtion course
(1Jeruf'svorberei tungsjahr) inplaoe of the 10th Tear of 8OhooUng.
e) Intensive tuition in Ge:nne.n (15 hours per week) is organized for
15/16 Tea%'-old late immigrants with a view topreparlng them tor
vocational education (Berufsvorberei tungsjahr) .
f) Eve%7 effort is made to avoid the establishment of ordina.%7 olasses
consisting exclusively of foreign pupils.
g) 
Realsohulen organize remedial tuition fo~ foreign ~pils with
problems in German, English or other subjects.
h)  Gymnasien offer remedial tuition exclusively at 1st-year level.
i) Some Gesamtschulen have transition classes.
2 Statistics
Reception classes  (short pattern
Nationali ty Number of pupils
Italian
Greek
2 776
4 568
928
38 216
490
1 409
412 ,
Remedial tuition in GeIman 
36 046 P't~i1s Yugoslav
Turki sh
Spanish
Portuguese
Other
48 794 including 33 615 Grundschule
15 179 Stage .
seconda,17
23.6 % of all
foreign pupilsDE(NW) 4.
Reoeption classes (long pattern) in 1978
NUmber ,at olasses Number  of  pupils
Grundsohule
Hauptsohule
504 13 351
1 929
583 15 280
Percentage  of  foreign pupils benefiting from transition arrangements
(reoeption classes and bilingual classes) t 23.6 % (1981/82).
Bemtsvorberei tungsjahr
1979/80 : 5 159 pupils 3 342 boys
1 817 girls
Tuition in the language and culture ofo:rigin
a)  Reoeption classes
Integrated tuition in the mother tongue provided and. mother tongu~
used as medium of teaching. See timetable under 2.
b)  G:rundsohule (ordinary- classes)
Integrated tuition in the mother tongue and culture 
5 hours per week maximum
Minimum number of- pupils 15 (tuition discontinued if the number of
pupils falls below the required minimum).
c)  Hauptsohule
Foreign pupils may (sinoe 1977) opt to take their mother tongue in
place of English.
d)  Realsohule and G;vmnasium
The mother tongue and culture may be taken in place of one of the
compulsory- foreign languages in the curriculum for stage I
(Sekundarstufe I).
Languages offered: Greek, Italian, Portuguese , Serbo-Croat , Spanish,
Turkish.DE(NW) 5.
Pupils may choose to be examined in their mother tongae in place of English
or another foreign language for:
- the lowe!" secondary leaving certificate (Hauptschulabschlul3),
... the Fa.ohobersohulreife (certificate of aptitude for upper secondary
(teohnical eduoation) 
... the Fa.ohhochschulreife (certificate of aptitude for higher technical
education) .
Statistics
See 2.2 as regards reception classes.
Integrated tuition in languages and cultures of origin
Lan Grundschule Sta~e I seoondaxy
Other
4 364
4 116
34 347
3 460
1 970
4 842
260
3 455
4 344
29 268
2 315
2 514
2 148
1 231
Italian
Greek
Turkish
Spanish
Portuguese
Serbo-C roat
53 359 45 935
44.2 %
of all foreign pupils
53. 9 %
of all foreign pupils
Comments
0 Reception facilities are available in Grundschulen, special schools
and stage I of secondary education. Very considera.ble efforts are
also made in the context of prevocationa.l education.
0 There is no provision for mother tongue tuition in stage II secondary
education.
0 A pupil who chooses to take his mother tongue in place of English
(FL 1) is thereby automatically excluded from stage II secondary
education.
0 The minimum number of pupils required for the establishment of a
class in the language and culture of origin is too high.DE(NW) 6.
Teachers of the la.n~e and oul ture of orirln
The foreign teachers taking reception olasses and mother tongue tuition are
employed and paid by the Land. They are reorllited with the assiatanoeof
the relevant toreign oonsulates. The contract of elllployment contains a clause
stipulating that, by the end of one year's service, the teacher must be
able to provide evidence  ot  a satisfactory knowledge of Geman (in the shape
of a Goethe-Institut , Volkshoohschule or distance-learning certificate in
Geman as a foreign language).
Number of foreign teachers  1 430 (1918/79).
Eduoational cooperation between host oountry and oountxy of origin
Foreign inspectors attaohed. to the relevant embassies/consulates are enti tied
to pay inspection visits to the classes of foreign teachers who are seconded
officials of their countzy of origin. These visits are organized in agree-
ment with the Geman school authorities and a German inspector or the head
of the school in question must be present. The foreign inspectors have no
power over either the administrative or the educational aspects of teaching
in Geman sohools.
They are, however, involved in the reJrui tment of staff (made available in
response to requests from the Geman school authorities) and are responsible
for assessing the efficiency of seconded teachers.
Teacher training
Initial and further training of GEIman teachers
Courses in the methodology of teaching foreigners are offered at the Universities
of Boohum, Dortmund, Du1sburg, DUsseldorf, Essen, Cologne , MUnster and
Wuppertal.
Courses in the teaching tlf German as a seo9pd language are offered at the
Universities of Aaohen, Boohum, Bonn and Wupperta1.
Bielefeld University organizes a full degree programme in the teaching of
Geman 80S a second language ("Magister" Degree and Dootorate).DE(NW) 7.
The Education MinistI7 has entrusted a working party of experts with the
task of devising guidelinel8 for teaohing and research in this field to be
followed by the universities, Gesamthoohsohulen (oomprehensive colleges) a.nd
Faohhoohsohulen (speoialized oolleges).
No figures supplied.
Further training of' foreiRll teachers
Courses in Geman (6 months' duration) are organized by the Goethe-Institut
in Turkey (Ankara, Izmir and Istanbul) and Greece.
Greece:
360 participants in 1980 (out of 12 500 -applicants)
110 participants in 1980.
Turkey:
In-seMce training
Geman teachers
The school authorities organize educational study groups
56 in 1919 with 1460 participants.
The Rheinisch-Westf'a1ische Auslandsgese11schaft organizes seminars , programmes
of conferences/lectures and study visits to the sending countries:
28 programmes organized between 1910 and 1919 with a total
of 1 111 participants.
The Landesinstitut fur Curriculumentwicklung, Lehrerfortbildung und Weite!\-
bildung (LCLW .. Land Institute for Curriculum Development and In-service
Teacher Training) put fomard an overall programme for the in-seNiee training
of Geman and foreign teachers taking immigrant children in 1919. This plan
envisages the training of some  15 000 teachers.
Foreign teachers
The LCLW has offered a distance-learning course in Geman since 1915 :
300 participants between 1915 and 1919.
The provision of in-service training for foreign teachers foms part of the
overall plan drawn up by the LCLW.OOllllDent$ I
-----
1. Provision in the field of initial and tUrI;her training is very
w.bstantia1. The courses in qu.estion are not compulsory but
prospective teachers are aware that they will find. posts more
ee.l1Jily if they are qualified in the methodology of teaching
foreigners or Gennan as a second language.
2. Tentative steps are being taken towards the provision of training
in common for German and foreign teachers.
DE(NW) 8.DE(RP) 1.
RHEINLAND-PFALZ
School ;year 1980/81
1.  Numbemof f!orei~ pupils Genem1 education
Na:tionali ty Grundsohu1e Sondersohule Rea1sohule ~sium Gesamtsohule
Hauptsohule
Greek 787
Italian 1 891 141 127 107
SpaniSh 260
Turkish 5 881 246 192 185
Yugoslav 965
Portuguese 421
other 1404 236 600
11 609 539 752 1 089
9 % 3 % 1.1 % 9 % 2 %
Vocationa.! education
Beruf"s- Beru.fs- Beru.fs- Fachobe:r-
Nationali ty Beruf"ssohule grundbil- fach- auf'bau- sohule Fachsohule
dungajahr sohule sohule
Greek 122
Italian 458
Spanish 111
Turkish 518
Yugoslav 110
portuguese
Other 344
2760 172
1 % 1.3 % 7 % 1 % 3 %
Immigrants are adequately represented in oompulso17 vocational education but
severely unde:r-represented in teohnioal eduCation.
Immigrants are likewise unde:r-represented in the aU te branches ofseoonda17
education.DE(RP) 2.
Reception arran~ments
a) Foreign pupils with no knowledge or insufficient knowledge of Ge:nnan are
assigned to reception classes. The timetable of these classes is as
follows
hou:I'SpeX' week
In the mother t. gue
reading, writing
religious instruction
- knowledge of the
country of origin
- mathematics
- biology
- natural sciences
In Ge man
Ge:nnatl as foreign
language
- other subjects
familiarization with
i:he host country
Joint a.ctivi ties with
German Pupils
sport
- art/crafts
- music
Minimum number of pupils
Transfer to an ordinary class takes place at the end of a school year on the
initiative of the school authorities. No fixed rules as to duratiotl of stay
in a reception class - this depends on the pupil's knowledge of Ge:nnan.
Many pupils transfer to an ordinary class at the beginning of year 5.DE(RP) 3.
b) Teaching in the mother tongue is provided by foreign teachers who must
be able to show evidence of an adequate command of German.
0) The school is allocated a further 2 hours' per week teacher tidne for
every 8 foreign pupils.
Foreign pupils with no knowledge or insuffioientknowledge of Geman
count double in classes which are more than 20 % foreign in oompo-
sition.
d) With regard. to the purchase of text books and teaching materials, the
rate of the grant paid to school libraries for a foreign' pupil is
4 times the rate for a Geman pupil at Grundsohule level and 3 times
the rate for a German pupil at Hauptsohule.
e) The guided homework and study provision organized by private
associations is subsidized.
f) Foreign pupils admitted to Realsohulen and Gymnasien receive remedial
tuition in Geman if necessary.
g) The following measures have been introduced to assist foreign pupils
who have been unable to obtain the lower secondary leaving certificate
(HauptsohulabsohluB) under the normal arrangements
extension of school attendance;
establishment of special leaving classes;
possibility of enrolling in a full-time course of prevocational
training (duration: 1 year);
possibility of obtaining the lower secondary leaving certificate
within the framework of compulsory vocational education.DE(RP) 4.
2 Statistics
Numbers  of  'Du'Dils  attendin~
~oeption classes
Nati onali ty 1978/19 1981/82
Turkish
Italian
Yugoslav
Spanish
Portuguese
Greek
). 176
984
261
855
1 761
811
271
818
Other
3 385 3 799 including 2 469 Grundschule
1 330 Stage I
secondary
Percentage  of  foreign pupils benefiting from transition arrangements
(reoeption classes) 16. 93 ~ (1981/82).
Prevocational classes: No information available
Tuition in the la~eand culture  of  origin
a)  Reception classes
See 2. a).
b)  GrundschuleIHauptschule (oroinary classes)
Integrated tuition in the langw3.ge and cultu~  of  origin shouJd normally
be offered.
Minimum number of pupils per course : 8
Number of hours per week: 5 (maximum)
c)  Realschule
No integrated tuition in the mother tongue.DE(RP)
d)  Q:vmn.ad:Lum
Foreign pupils admitted to the 4th, 5th and. 6th ~arsat 01lflD8.dien
(6th, 9th and. 10th years of sohooling) who have not been taught a
second foreigrt lartgUage JIla;y" take an examizlation :l.n their mother
tongtte in the 6th year. The sarne possibility h open to foreign
pupils entering in the 7th year. The examination in the mother
tongu.e oounts as the second foreign language.
There is no provision for integ1'ated tuition in the mother tongu.e.
e)  Out-of-school tuition in the mother tongue
Where tuition in the language and culture of origin is organized
outside the normal school dJ3.y under the auspices of the consular
authorities, prelllises and insurance are provided 'by the Land free
of charge.
Statistics
Int egra.ted tuition in Grundschulen and Hauptschulen 
Reference year 1978 :
Nationa.li ty Number of pupils
Yugoslav
Spanish
Portuguese
Greek
Other
1915h9
1 325
329
204
120
143
3 668
653
335
151
235
Turkish
Italian
2 174 5 107
Reoeption classes cf. 2.
More than 60 % of fo:reign children (3 799 + 5 107 received tuition
in their mother tongue in 1981/82.OE(RP) 6.
Comments :
1. There is some danger of the pupil fS stay in a reception class being
prolonged excessively (Hauptschule and Grundschule).
2. Realsohulen and Gymnasien are far from satisfactorily covered b;r the
reception arrangements.
3. There is no integrated tuition in the language and culture of origin
in the elite branches of secondary education.
Teachers of the lan~~e and culture of origin
The foreign teachers taking reception classes and integrated tuition
in the mother tongue are employed and paid by the Land authorities,
These teachers may be attached to several schooJ.sin order to ensure
that they have a full teaching timetable. They are subjeot to the Land
school inspectorate and must normally be able to show evidence of
an adequate knowledge of German at the time of their appointment.
Number of foreign teachers; 120 in 1979.
Educational cooperation between host countIY and countIY of origin
The Land school authorities maintain close contact with the embassies
and consulates of the sending countries. The latter are involved in
the recruitment of teachers , advise the local authorities in matters
concerned with the teaching of the mother tongue and supply teaching
materials to schools.
4.  Teacher trainin~
Initial and further training of German teachers
A 3-semester course of further training-is offered b;r the J. Gutenberg
University in Mainz-Qemersheim and the college of education
(ErziehungswissenschaftlicheHochschule) in Landau. Prospective
students may apply for grants. A study of the language of one of the
main sending countries is compulsory. At the moment, students have
a choice between Italian and Turkish.
Number of students enrolled in 1978/79 
1981/82 :DE( RP) 
In-service training
The follmdng ax-e involved in the provision of in-service training
for teachers taking foreign children:
- the S'taatliohes Institut fur tehrerfort.. 1llld Wei terbild1lllg (SIt 
State Institute for In-servioe Teaoher Training) in SpeyerJ
- the Insti tut fur tehrerfort- 1llld Wei terbild1lllg (Institute for
In-servioe Teaoher Training) in Main!&;
- Trier University and the college of education in LandauJ
- the J. Gutenberg University in Main!&/Gemereheim.
Between 1914 and 1919 the SIt organhed 81 sessions representing a
total of 443 days ' training. The total number of participants was
1 133, including 691 foreign teachers , with each foreign teacher
having attended an average of 5 sessions.
Comments
1. The further and in-service training provision organhed by the Land is
remarkable.DE(SA) 1.
SAARLAND
School year 1980/81
1.  Numbers  of  forei~ pupils General education
Nat:l. on.s.li  Grundsohule Sondereohule Realsohule Qym:n.a.lilium Gesamtsohule Hauptlilohule
Greek
...
Italian 2 455 203 184 100
Spanish
...
Turkish 1 173
1\1gos1av 115
Portugl1ese
...
Other 665 196
4 517 283 338 351
5 % 1 % 1.6 % 1 % 8 %
Vooational education
Berufs- Berufs- Berufs- Faohobex--
Nationality Be rufs schul e  grundbil- fach- aufbau- schule Faohschule
dungs j ahr  schule sohule
Greek
... ... ...
Italian 337
Spanish
... ... ... ...
Turkish 122
...
Yugoslav
... ... ...
Portuguese
...
Other 102
589 102 128
1.7 % 7 % 1.6 % 9 % 1 % 1 %
Italian pupils are ovex--represented in special education. Immigza.nb are
undex--represented in compulsory vocational education and severely undex--
represented in technical education.
Immigrants are likewise undex--represented in the elite branches of secondary
education.DECSA) 2.
Reoeption arranp;ements
a)  Reoeption classes
Aim: to provide intensive tuition in German
Duration: normally 6 months , ma:x:imum 2 ;years
Class .size minimum 15 preferably one nationality but may oomprise
maximum 24 several nationalities if necessa:r::r.
b) Where the number of pupils is insufficient to permit the establishment
of a reception olass,  intensive tuition  in German is organized.
0)  Additional tuition (Zusatzunterrioht) in German may be organized for
foreign pup:l.ls in ordina:r::r classes.
d) Where more than 20 % of the pup:l.ls are foreign,  ordinar:v classes
reserved for foreign children may be established.
e) Additional tuition in Germa.n  ma.y  be offered to foreisn pupils
admitted to a Realsohule or Qrmnasium.
f) The school is enti 'bled to a tu.rtheX' 1 houX' paX' week of tea.oheX' time
for eve:r::r 1 foreign pupils.
g) In the field of guided homewoX'k and stud;y pX'ovision additional tuition
in German is oX'ganbed outside sohool hours in the area.
h) prevooational education and intensive tuition in German are available
to young foreigners subject to oompulso:J;Y' part-time schooling.
2 Statistics
portuguese
Number of pupils
275
Intensive tuition in German: 61 pupils
Remedial/additional tuition: 888 pupils
including 594 G%'Undsohule
294 Stage I see onda.:r::r
Reoeption classes
Nationality
Italian
Yugoslav
Turkish
301
including 251 Grundsohule 7 % of foreign pupils
50 Stage I attend reception olasses.
see onda.:r::r .
Percentage of foreign pupils benefiting from transition arrangements
(reception classes) : 7.2 % (1981/82).OECSA) 3.
Tuition in the lanRUaP:e and out tu:re  of  origin
a)  Reception olssses
See 2.1 afid 2.
b)  Grundsohule 8.1ld Hauptsohule
Tui tion in the language and cut tu:re of origin maY' be oX'ga.nbed 
the consular authorities either during or outside school time.
Minimum nwnber of pupils: 15.
Du.ration: 5 hours per week.
The teachers are appointed and paid bY' the consulates
The Land authorities paY' operating subsidies and provide
free of charge.
premises
c)  Realschuleand Gym1'J.asiwn
Tuition in the mother tongue maY' be organized ifi place of the second
or thi I'd foreign language.
If such tuition is not offered, foreign pupils maY' nevertheless take
an e:x:amination in their mother tongue and the .ma.rks obtained will
count towaI'ds their overall assessment.
fuition in the language and culture of origin
Yt!!gJ!B.2&e  1!1l!I!b,!r o! ~;ei!B
Italian
Greek
2 080
1 213
4'5
'3358 c. 41 % of all foreign
pupils (1981/82).
Turkish
Portuguese
Serbo-.c roBotDE(SA) 4.
Comments
1. Reoeption faoil1 ties would appear to be non-existent at Real-
sohulen and Gymnasium level.
2. Provision in the tields  ot  prevooational education, reoept:i.on
classes and. remed.ial tui t:i.on is relatively sparse.
3. 'rui t1 on in the language and oul ture of origin would appear to
be totally divorced from the e.otivities of ordinary classes at
Grundsohule level. 'l'he minilDUlll number of pupils required for
the establishment of a language class is too hi~h.
Teachers of the language and culture  ot  orig,Ln
The foreign teachers responsible for mother tongue tuition both inside
and outside the school system are employed by the consular authorities.
In secondary education, a second or third foreign language can only be
taught by a German teacher.
Number of foreign teachers : No figures supplied.
Educational cooperation between host country and country of origin
Foreign te.aohers are subject to consular inspectors. Courses in the
mother tongue and culture (primarily history and geography) are organized
on the basis of bilateral agreements.
4.  Teacher tra.inin~
Initial and further training
'l'he methodology of teaching foreigners is offered as an option by
Saarbriicken University.
In-service training
A total of 105 German teachers took part in in-service training sessions
in 1981/82.
Foreign teachers :
Conferences are organized by the consular inspectorate.DECSA) 5.
Comments
There is no sign of oooperation between the Land and consular author:!. ties as
regards in-service teacher training.DE(SH) 1.
SCHLESWIG-BOLSTEIN
School year 1980/81
1.  Numbers of foreign pupils Geneml education
Nationa.li ty Grundsohule Sondersohule Rea1sahule Gymna.sium Gesamtsohule
Hauptsohule
Greek 323
Italian 246
Spanish 268
Turkish 6 199 452 302
Yugoslav 379
Portuguese 305
Other 1 038 269 622
8 758 599 788 836
4 % 1 % 9 % 1 % 3 %
Vooational education
Berufs- Beru.fs- Beru.t's- Fa.chobeX'-
Nationa.li ty Be ru.fs sohule  grundbil- fa.ch- auf'bau- sahula Fa.chsohule
dungs j ahr  sohule sahule
Greek
Italian
...
Spanish
Turkish 874
Yugoslav
Portuguese
Other 170
259 141
1.5 % 8 % 1.3 % 5 % 6 % 1.1 %
Immigrants inadequately represented in compulsory vocational education.
ImmigTBnts likewise undeX'-represented in the elite branches of secondary
education and in teohnioal education.DECSH) 2.
Reoeption arra.n~ments
Grundsohule and Hauptsohule
a)  Reception classes
Aim: to help pupils to leam German rapidly and. fa.cilitate their
integration into the German school system.
Class size minimum 15) pupils of various nationalities, medium
maximum 30) of teaching Gennan
Du.ration norm.a.lly 1 year
maximum 2 years
b)  Intensive tuition in Germ.a.n
Intensive tuition of 12 hours per week is offered in schools where
it is impossible to organize reception classes.
Maximum number of pupils : 30
Minimum number of pupils : 10
The number of hourS per week may be increased to 15 for pupils
entering the final year of compulsozy schooling.
0)  Additional tuition in German
Additional tuition of 3 hours per week is organized for pupils in
ordinazy classes whose knowledge of Germ.a.n is considered in-
adequate.
d) Preference is given in the selection of teachers for reception
classes and intensive tuition in German to those who eit~er have
experience outside the Federal Republic or hold a certificate in
the teaehing of German as a foreign language.
e) Schools are allocated additional funds for the operation of
reception classes and intensive tuition in German.DECSH) 3.
Rea1sohule and. G:vum.a.s1um
No reception faoiUties.
Vocational education
Intensive tuition in Germ.a.n. is organized aoooming to need.
Statistics
In 1981/82 909 pupils were attending reception classes , i.e. 7 % of
all foreign pupils.
3 . Tui ti on in the la.ngualt6 and oul ture of ori gin
a)  Reception classes, Grundsohulen and Hauptschulen
Tuition in the language and culture of origin may be organized by
the consular authorities either during or outside school time.
Number of hours per week: maximum 5.
This tuition may take the place. of English.
In practice, classes are split between the morning and the afternoon.
b)  Realschule and Gymnasium
No facilities reported.
No figures supplied with regard to tuition in the language and.
culture of origin.
Comments
1. There are no reception facHi ties in the aU te branches of
secondary education.
2. Intensive/additional tuition in German is provided at the expense
of English, which has the effect of exclllding foreign pupils
from access to stage II of secondary education.
3. No integrated tuition in the language and culture of origin is
available in theeli te branches of secondary education.DECSH) 4.
3 . Teachers of the language and oul ture of orifin
The foreign teachers responsible  for  tuition in the mother tonsue and
oul ture both inside and outside the sohool system are empl~ed  the
oonsular authorities.
Number of foreign teachers i No f18'111'88  supplied.
Educational cooperation between host oountr;y and country ot origin
Foreign. teachers are subjeot to consular inspeotors. No oooperation
reported.
4.  Teacher t$ining
Initial and further training of Gezman teachers
The colleges of education in Kiel and Flensburg offer a course in the
teaching of German a.s a foreign language.
NUmber of students 14 in 1981/82.
In-service training
German teachers
The Landesinstitut fur PraJeis und Theorie der Schule (IPTS - Land
Insti tute for Educational Theory and Practioe) in Lubeck bas been
organizing training sessions since 1916. A total of 303 teachers took
part in 1981/82. This central provision is supplemented by area study
groups in Lubeok, Kie1 , Flensburg and Pinneberg.
The IPTS coordinates the preparation of teaching materials for
reception classes and tuiti9n in Ge
Since 1980, the IPTS baa offered a course in Turkish for German
teachers.
Forei~teaohers
The consular authorities organize training sessiona.
No figures supplied.Comments
1. Considerable effort a are being made as regards the training of
German tea.ohera.
2. There is no mention of anY' attempt having been made to provide
training jointlY' for German and foreign taa.ohers.
DE(SH), 5.DENMARK
DA 1.
1. Pupils whose mother tongu.e is not Danish, registered in Danish schools
on 1 October 1982
Pre-school Prima.:r.yand lower 6th - 10th Upper seoonda:r.y Vocational and
education seoonda.ty sohools year school technical
1st 5th year training
988 713 502 881 035
Count:r.y of origin
Nordic countries
European Community
North America
non-Member States
of which:
Yugoslavia
Turkey
Pakistan
Reception methods
Prima:r.y and lower
secondaIy education
8th - 10th year
Uppe rsec ond.a.:r.y
school
Vocational and
technical
training
575
720
219
1 444
607
489
186
599
1 466
702
245
622
190
474
180
2 958 1 881 3 035
Reception facilities make no distinction between children of Co~~ity
and non-Communi ty nationals.
.!!e,2,ej!t!o,!! ,2,l!!:,s!,e,!: intensive training in the Da-nish language;
Progressive increase in activities in normal
classroom context.
Maximum number of pupils per class
school year.
12 at the beginning of the
!n~yi.!!11!.l- o,!: ii:r:2u;e, !a~Ke - t~a.2.h.!.nii : intensive Danish course.DA 2.
Participation in activities of a normal
class during the time not spent learning
Danish.
~imum number of pupils per group:
,!!eE!es-i,!l t!.ae.h!ntr
This cannot start until some knowledge of Danish has been acquired
(after the reoeption class , or intensive individual Or group tI9.ining).
Number of hours per week:
Minimum number of pupils
no fixed norm
no fixed norm.
1!p2.o!al g,l!s!e! !o!, ,!le,!! '!rzi!als a!ea .2V!r l,4
Classes organized by one or several municipal authorities for foreign
pupils
- intensive Danish language courses,
-general education corresponding to the 8th to 10th years of primary
and lowerseconda.ry schools
- number of hours per week: 24 minimum
30 maximum
- number of pupils per class : maximum 12 at the beginning of the school
year.
Other measures
- individual exemptions regarding the rules applying to final examinations
of primary and lower secondary schools may be granted to pupils
whose mother tongue is not Danish.
These exemptions can take the following form 
- more time to prepare for oral exams;
- more time allotted for written tests
in Danish, mathematics, English and.
German;
- a tape rec ording made by one specificallyDA 3.
appointed teacher per school of the
mathematics and composition tests,
translation of tests in the pupil 
mother tongue is not allowed,
... the use of dictionaries to translate
from .Danish to the pupil t smother
tongue or a third language.
2 A breakdown of the number of pupils by the different reception
methods is not available.
Comments: .. the right.. to reception education is individual
.. the cost is carried by the municipality where the pupil
is resident, also in cases where pupils from different
municipa.lities or from an entire area go to the same
school,
... the system is particularly well suited to low...immigI'ation
areas.
Tui non in the lanKU8.#;e and oul ture of ori#;in
Three to five hours per week tuition in the language of origin is
given, usually outside school hours. The courses tend to cover
history, geography and the social organization of the country of
origin.
These courses are organized and paid for by the local authorities.
Minimum number of pupils per course: 12.
Municipalities with fewer than 12 applicants join with other
5 situated in the same "circle" or district. The cost of teaching
and transport is always borne by the pupil's municipality of
residence.
Three  private schools provide teaching for approximately 100 foreign
pupils. They offer integrated teaching of, the language of origin
(3 hours per week).
Statistics
Statistics by level of education and language are not available.
According to estimates from the Ministry of Education, 46 % of foreign
pupils receive tuition in their language of origin. Number of languages
taught: 22.DA 4.
Teachers of the language and. culture oforigil'l
The language and culture of immigrants is taught exclusively by teachers
from the pupils' country of origin.
They are appointed and paid by the local authorities. They have the status
of temporary f'u.ll-time or part-time teaching IiItaff or may work under annuAl
contracts. They must be in possession of a teacher trainingoertifioate
from their own oountry.
The supeI'V'ision of foreign teachers and their integration into the educational
system raise oons~C!-erable problems due to the number of languages
taught , the small number of teachers per language and their dispersion
over a wide area.
Number of foreign teachers : no figu.res available.
Educational cooperation between host country and country of oriRin
The only country with, which Denmark baa a bilateral cultural agreement
is Yugoslavia. Under this agreement educational specialists from both
countries work together on the education of Yugoslav children and.
adolescents in Denmark, particularly with regard. to organizing the
teaching of the mother tongu.e.
There is no other form of cooperation with the consular authorities.
There are no negotiations in progress.
4.  Teaoher training
Danish teachers
--------
1 lnlt!a!, !~i~i!!g o.! B.a~i!h..t!8.2h!I!!.
The choice of subjects open t.o future primary and lower secondary school
teachers includes subjects related to the teaching of foreign pupils.DA 5.
A oonsiderable nwnbeX' of students opt foX' these subjects , partioularly
in teacher training centres in major towns.
No statistics available.
4. 2 Eu~!!;e.! !!;n3: .!n=s!I!.i,2,e - tEJ.!.n.!n,g ,2f _D.!n!.s!! !e!!;c!!e.!:8-
The Danish Teacher Training College (DLH) prorldes two sorts of
training foX' teachers who teach, or are responsible for, foreign
language pupils in-service training courses of 30 to 60 hours, and
a further training course of 210 hours.
The 270-hour course isstru.ctured as follows:
- introduction - CuI tu:m.l context of the immigrant ' countIY of origin
and life in Denmark, theoIY of minorities, legal and
administrative aspects of teaching (40 hours),
- basic concepts of Danish philology, with the emphasis on the comparison
between Danish and other languages (70 hours),
- the teaching of foreign languages (20 hours),
- teaching Danish as a foreign language (40 hours),
- teaching other subjects, leading up to educational research and
development courses (20 hours),
- educational research and development courses (40 hours),
- counselling (40 hours),
- the figures between para,ntheses indicate the approximative number
of hours attributed in each subject of ~his course of 270 hours.DA 6.
During the 1981-1982 sohool year, attendance tigu.rea for these courses
were the following:
120 hoors
180 hoors
90 hoors
30 - 60 hoors
39 participants
20 participants
31 part ioipants
12 participants
in two groups
in one group
in two groups
in three groups.
In 1981 the Directorate for Primary Schools organized an introductory
course on the problems of foreigners.
Participants day coorse).
It should be borne in mind that these courses are organized in the
context of a foreign langu.age pupil population of approximately
8 000.
3 !~i!!i!!€Lo.! .!o,Eei~ ,!e!Che.rs-
In 1982 the Danish Govemment introduced  further trainin,!;!' courses of
three and a half years for immigrants who had been trained as teachers
in their country ot origin and who wished toteaoh their language and
cuI ture in Denmark.
Five-year initial training has been introduced for the children of
immigrants who have successfully completed the second stage of secondary
education. Their final qualification will be the same as that of Danish
students.
No statistics available.
Comments
1. Existing measures for teaching the language and cuI ture of origin are
geared to low levels of immigration.
2. In urban areas with sufficient concentrations of certain ethnic groups
integrated teaching of the foreign language and culture shoold be
introduced.FR 1.
Reference year: 1980/81 school year unless stated othexwise
Numbers of foreign pupils
1st level preschool education
primary education
Of which, Int roductory Private Change
C aunt ry Preschool Primary special classes education 1981
education 1st level 1974
public sector
Algeria 64 874 120 905 6 578 2 369 4 253 + 23 219
Morocco 36 043 48 382 2 183 1 454 594 + 54 321
Tunisia 15 421 18 123 897 331 662 + 16 882
Portugal 587 108 936 4 637 994 8482 + 16 156
Italy 6 012 18 870 708 149 276 - 23 369
Spain 8 899 25 563 1 063 332 2 235 - 37 183
Yugoslavia 3 570 6 626 150 144 305 1 952
Turkey 9 992 19 639 812 1 536 621 increasing
Other 900 36 902 780 2 338 5 346
% of total 209 298 403 946 17 808 9 641 24 724
sohool 10. 10. 11. populat i on
SecondaIY education (2nd level)
Country 1st 2nd 2nd 2nd Total  Private Change
stage stage stage stage secondary C1. at. edll- 1981 on
CPPN short long education cation 1974
CPA course course
Algeria 45 978 5 674 18 998 7 109 78 359 7 944 + 33 756
Morocco 12 516 2 114 4 393 1 934 20 957 2 005 + 12 613
Tunisia 5 031 508 1 797 994 8 330 736 3 911
Portugal 40 516 5 664 14 211 4 307 64698 5 235 + 27 837
Italy 13 663 1 342 5 764 3 671 24 440 1 182 4 019
Spain 17 130 1 525 6 223 4 211 ?9 089 1 185 - 55 947
Yugoslavia 2 461 158 753 519 3 891 115 1 901
Turkey 2 728 1 191 560 134 4 613 441 J.oo reasin.g
Other 16 591 1 003 3 199 6 501 Z7 294 442
% of total156 614 19 179 55 898 29 980 261 671 19 285 26 432
school 11.3 15. population
S. special education section - E. P. State School for backward children
Classe atelier - s~ec;:~al education classes in areas not S6I'ITen hv Ai +.h..... FR 2.
Comments a 1. A high percentage of foreign chUd~n attend special eduoat10n #
17.7 % of the 10 % in primary sohool,
15.8 % of the 6.6 % in seoond.a.xy school
2. Between 1974 and 1981, the number of foreign puplls in seoonda.xy
eduoation rose from 5 % to 6 6 %. The number enrolled in the
second stage (long course) went up from 1.9 % to 3.5 %, but
migran"li workers' children show a marked preference for short
vooatione.l courses (11.3 % and 9.3 %).
3. Relatively- fewer foreign. pupils are enrolled, in private sohoo1s
than in the public sector.
Reception arran~ments
I!.~se.h2.o!. ~dE;c~t.!.o!:  1P.!:J.=pp.!!!8..!71
Preschool education is free and attended by- large numbers o.f migrant workers'
children. All activities are conducted solely- in French but an increasing
number of nursery schools have found a place in their programme for
activi ties relating to the culture of origin.
- ~Iim~~ .!d.Ec~t.!.o!:
.!!e~eE.t.!.o!: !?l~s~e~
Aims to upgrade the language capability- and facilitate integration
in school for non-French speaking new arrivals
Duration: up to one y-ear
Class size about 15
Composi tion: always mul ti-ra.cial
Working language French.
.!!e.!e~i!.l t .!~hinlI
Remedial classes provide linguistic support for pupils who have not
attained the reguisi te communication skills for the ordinaxy class
corresponding to their age and level.
Particulars groups of 15 pupils
the number of hours per week is not fixed and varies
from 2 t.o 8.FR 3.
- .!e2.o.n~xz ,2,d;!!C!M:.o,g
!d.i1.u,!t.!!!e!t - o1,a,!s!s
These classes are for non-French-speaking foreign pupils entering Franoe
between the ages of 12 and 16. The aim is the same as in the case of
reception classes.
Duration: up to 1 year
Class size about 15
,!!e.me4i,!1- t!~h!.nK
Remedial classes raise the standard of Frenoh and general knowledge.
Partioulars : 2 hours a week, groups of up to 15 pupils.
Statistics
Reoeption classes at primaIj" level : 9647 pupils (2.4 % of the foreign
pupil enrolment). See table 1
Adjustment olasses at secondary level (lQ8l/82 school year~
Country Foreign pupils of the group concerned
adjustment classes secondary education
Algeria 359
Morocco 206 1.41
Tunisia
Africa 1.57
Spain
Portugal 151
Yugoslavia
Italy
Other EI!I: countries
Turkey 333
South-East Asia 470
Total 1.693 1.1
foreign pupils
Remedial teaching : involves about 5 % of foreign pupils.
Comments : 1. Thanks to their widespread attendance at free nursezy schools
immigrant children born in France do not encounter difficulties
in integrating in sqhoo1. Extra lang1.u;Lge tuition ma.y be necessaIj"
in the first and second years of primary school.FR 4.
2. Acute integration problems may arise in the case of new
immigrants of whom there are not enough to justify opening
reception or adjustment classes.
Tuition in the language and culture of origin (integrated prograJDllle)
- -ez:!DI!ZZ .!~!t!.O!!
The language and culture of origin may be taught for three hours in a noxmal
week of 27 hours to children who are nationals of countries that have signed
bilateral agreements with Franoe : Portugal (1973), Italy and Tunisia (1974),
Spain and Moroooo (1975), Yugoslavia (1977), Turkey (1978) and Algeria (1981).
This tuition is given under the heading of environmental studies during
school hours, mainly in the afternoon.
In the case of reception classes, tuition in the language and culture of origin
is given under the ordinary primary education system described above. The
language of origin ma.y be used on occasion 80S a medium of tea.ohing, depending
on the tea.oher'sknowledge of the language in question (or when a foreign
teacher is present J 'but this is rare).
- ~e,2.o!l~ZZ .!d~!t.!o!!
Pupils whose mother tongue is one of the 12 languages (German English, Spanish,
Italian, Portuguese, Arabic, Modern Hebrew, Russian Japanese Dutoh, Serba-
Croat or Chinese) offered as .80 first or second foreign language under the
Frenoh education system, may choose their mother tongue as their first
language in the first year of secondary school or as their second language
in the third year. Tuition is given for three hours a week in the first
year and the third to the final years.
Instru.ctions for tea.ohing Portuguese and Arabic take a.ccount of the fa.ot that
the relevant classes are made up of pupils of these nationalities plus French
pupilS, and provide for appropriate adjustments in teaching methods.
- Qu.1.2f
s,2.h2.o.! .!:.d~c!t!.o!: ipp..!!!a.:;v_8.!:d s.!:.c.2n~a.D"2
When classes take place outside school hours, they are organized jointly by
the French education authorities and the consular authorities of the country
of origin.
A maximum of three hours a week of this type or tuition is provided. Programme
content and methods are left to the Consulates I discretion.
Use of school premises:
Primary schools : the cost (insurance , heating, electricity, etc. ) is
established by the local authority. It may be relatively high.
Secondary schools: the cost of premises under central administration is very
modest. Costs are borne by the consulates or the parents.E
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0FR 6.
Comments: 1. 'Except in the caSe of Italian, integrated tuition of a foreign
language is offered to a relatively few of the children concexned.
Overall, little provision is made for tuition in Arabic.
2. In the case of pupils who are EIOO nationals, payment for the uSe of
school premises seems incompatibLe with arti'cle 3 of the Directive.
3. Ministerial N"ote No 83.165 Bo No 16, p. 1362 et seq. of 13 April 1983
recognizes the need to find solutions to dUficul ties in organidng
tuition in the language and culture of origin in primary, loweX' and
upper secondaIj1' schools. It states that the French ,education system
must henceforth be  directly responsible for providing tuition in
the la.ngu.a.ge and culture of origin for foreign pupils.
It states that such tuition may be organized
- at  prima:ry level , in the context of interest stimulation activities
(aotivites d 'eveil) or outside school h~ra wherein pupils fX'om
several schools need to be gr~ped. In this case , tuition will be
regarded as equivalent toaotivi ties taking place during no:rma.l
school hours;
- at lower and upper seoondaIy level, this tuition may be offered as
an option wi thin the school ourrioulwn and left to the family
discretion (in addition, immigrant children may stu~ their
language' of origin as one of the modexn language options).
The note concludes that the resultats of this tuition should be
recorded on the standard school record card, that foreign teachers
should sit on .sohool boards and teachers' boards and attend teacher
training oourses,
3. 2  Teachers of the language anci  C1!J.1;l, Of' _()):'igin
Foreign teachers who teach classes at primaIy (integrated or outside school
hours) and second.a.:zy level (outside school h~rs), are recI'IUted and
remunerated by their own Governments. Tl'H~;yare seconded officials and have
a special consular status. There are about 1 500.
French teach~ teaching foreign -languages as a first OX' second language in
seoonda:zy schools are recruited thX'ough the national CAPES competition
~rtificat d'aptitude d' enseignement secondaire) and the agregation (State
examination for admission to teaching posts).FR 7.
Educational coo'Pera.tion between the host count.lY and the countlY of ori,dn
Inspection and administration of integrated and out of school tuition at
primary level and out of school tuition at seoonCUt~ level are carned out
by foreign education inspectors appointed by their Governments and usually
attached to the embassy.
Liason is established with the local administrative and education .authori ties
in France, mainly to determine where the classes will be held (integrated
and out of school tuition) and to establish the number of classes at the
beginning of the school year. The departlllental education officers are
responsible for setting up joint committees for this purpose.
Cooperation with EIOO Member States and non-member states is based on specific
bilateral agreements, or arrangements couchded by joint, cultural, scientific
or technical committees , or manpower agreements.
An agreement with Greece is being negotiated.
It is proposed to cooperate with the consular authorities to establish links
between school curricula and teaching methods and integrated or out of school
tuition of the language and culture of origin.
4.  Teacher training
Initial and further training
Initial trainin~ for French teachers
At the beginning of the 1979 academic year an optional course was offered and
recommended in teacher training colleges. It consisted of 70 hours of tuition
and was designed to alert future teachers to the linguistic , cultural and
social problems of migrant workers' ohildre.n and prepare them for further
study in the context of in-service training.
Further training'for ' instructors and advisers was organized in 1915 at the
Ecole normale superieure de St. Cloud (CREDIF) at the request of the Ministry
of Education. Trainees are seconded for one year and study the following:
research and production of educational materials; teaching French as a
second language; teacher training methods;,-, The staff consist of research
workers from CREDIF and ENS teachers.FR 8.
In-service tra.ininp; for French and forei~ teachers
From 1975, tra.ining centres known as CEFISEJM (Centre de formation et
d'information pour  180 scolarisation des enfants migrants -- Training and
information centre for the education of migmnt workers' children) were
set up in departments with a large immigrant population. They are attached
to teacher tra.ining colleges and offer tra.ining for primary and secondary
school teachers .involvedin the education of migrant workers' children:
-- primary and second.a.r:y school teachers responsible for reception and
adjustment classes for non-French speaking children, or who provide
special remedial teaching for these children;
-- teachers with pupils who attend remedial classes or have come straight
from reception or adjustment classes;
-- Nu.rser:y school teachers, primar:y school and special education teachers,
educational psychologists and remedial teachers, primary school heads
teachers, lower secondar:y school heads, education and guidance counsellors,
social welfare workers who deal with large nwnbers of immigrant workers'
children;
-- foreign teachers responsible for teaching their national language at
primar:y and secondar:y level (integrated and out of school tuition);
-- teacher tra.ining staff: heads and teachers in teacher training colleges
inspectors, educational counsellors 
The CEFISEM organize seminars, working meetings and courses in accordance
with participants' needs. They provide a forum where staff can become
familiar with the problems and obtain information and training. Studies
surveys and the production of teaching material in which trainees
participate are associated with the training a.ptivitieso Certain activities
are designed jointly for French and foreign staff responsible for teaching
migrant workers' children. The CEFISEM work closely with the CREDIF (Centre
de recherohe et d' etude pour 180 diffusion du frangais -- Research and study
centre for the dissemination of French) and various university institutes
and in response to the Ministr:y of Education s request they have cooperated
in the organization and execution of pilot schemes under the auspices of
the Council of Europe and the Commission of the European GoI!lITlUl1ities.FR 9.
Information and experiences have been. systematically exchanged between
the various CEFISEM and eveIY ;year between those in charge of OEFISEM:
and the officials of the Minist IY of Education responsible for the
education of lIligra.nt workers t children.
Number of weeks of courses: about 1 200 between. 1975 and 1982, of which
60 were specificially for foreign teachers
Average number of participanta : 20 - 30 per course
In 1982, about 300 foreign teachers took part in thesecouraes.
Number of conferences and information aessions : no information.
List of CEFISEM centres
- Besan9on
- Bordeaux
- Caen
- Chartres
- Clermont-Ferrand
- Douai
- Grenoble
- Lyon
- Marseille
- Metz
- Nice
- Paris
- Strasbourg
- Toulouse
Comments 1. The tn-serVice training system is remarkable.
2. It is planned to extend the CEFISEM network.
3. The intercultural option iri61uded in CREDIF and CEFISEM:
training programmes since 1978 helps to ensure better
cooperation between French and foreign teachers.EL 1.
QImX)E
1.  i'iRlJ,%'es tor 1982/:1.983
Number  ot  toreign pupils: 5 539
of which 3 515 at international sohools
2 024 at Greek schools.
Intemational Number of Number of pupils Teaching
schools schools Primary Secondary staff
ed. ed.
Amerioan 868 045 249
Brl tish 190
Frenoh 607 202
Ge rma.n 205 129 117
Italian
Japanese
2 057 458 454EL 2.
2.  Reoeption armngements
l..Or toreign ohildren
A Prelic!enUal Decree is being prepared governing the 8etting up and
running  ot  reo.~tion classes and  educational facilities tor toreign
pupil8.
For the children  ot  Greek workers retumed  trom  abroad
... !e~eR.tlO!! ~l!:.s!e!
Aims ... to ensure the integ:ra.tion of the pupils into the Greek
education system, society and culture,
- to bring their knowledge of Greek up to standard.
Minimum number of pupils 
Maximum number of pupils
10 from the same emigration area
25.
... ,!!e!!e,g,i,!l c .2,1lJ.:S!S
Aims ... the same as for the reception clas.ses when the number of
pupils does not justify the setting up of a reception
class,
- educational (mainly linguistic) support for pupils in
no:rma.l classes
Minimum number of pupils
Maximum number of pupils:
In so far as possible the groups
are made up of pupils from the
same emigration area.
NUmber of hours per week: 5 ... 6.
The system of reception classes and remedial courses covers primaI7
and lower secondaIj" education. It was started in two regions
(Thessalonika, Serral).
In 1982/83 it was extended to the whole countI7.EI. 3.
Where possible, teaohing in reception a.ndremedial olasses is done 'bN'
teaohers who have worked in the countries when the pupilril have retumed.
Statistics
D11:ring the 1982/83 school year, 3 515 foreisn pu.pils (.63.4 %) were
enrolled in private intemational sohoo1s, while 2 024 foreisn
pu.pils (3().6 %), spread OV'er the whole oountr;y, were attending
Greek schools.
Number of tumed Greek children of oompulSOJ.7, Bohool age 1n
1980/81 I 11 878
Number of Greek pupils in reception classes in 1980/81 B 21; (1.8 %).
Dispersion of the pupils makes it different to organize these classes.
No darta are available on remedial oourses (a suNey is in progress).
3. ~n the ~a1UN&ge and-cuI ture of origin
A.  For foreign pupils in Greeoe
A Presidential Deoree gOV'erning the teaching  ot  the mother tongue
and culture totoreign pupils in public education is in preparation.
In private  international schools tuition takes place in the language
chosen by the school's authorities (English, Geman, French, Italian
and Japanese), Greek is taught as a first or second foreign language.
In  reception classes for Greek children returned from abroad the
language  of  the former country of emigration (usua.l1y German or
English) is taught for three or four hours per week.
Returned Greek pupils attending secondary school receive tuition in
the language of the country of origin insofar as possible.EL 4.
Comments 1. There is a small number of recently arrived Arabs who
have found employment in Greece. There appear to be no
educational problems a.s yet.
2. Pensing the proola.ma.tion a.nd application of the above-
mentioned Presidential Decree, Greeoe is. in breach of
Directive 77/486.
Tuition in the Gre~k la.n2U.a.&re and oul ture for children of
Greek emigrants
Numbers of Greek pupils receiving tuition in the Greek language
and culture (1981/82 school year).
Infant Primary See ondary school
school school 1st 2nd
stage stage
Germany 731 989 315 2 328 36 363
Belgium / 1 467 504 2 030
Luxembourg
Netherlands 382 395
France 647
...
778
United Kingdom 145 4 213 4 436
Denmark
... ...
Italy
...
27 
... ...
935 33 752 6 947 2 422 44 056
With the available statistics no distinction can be made between
education outside and inside the school system.
Teachers of the langu.age and culture of origin
80 % of Greek teachers working abroad are established or temporary
civil sezvants. Teachers in private schools have the status of
employees.
Teachers who take reception classes and remedial courses for
repatriated Greek children are Greek teachers who have worked
abroad.EL 5.
Ou.tside the international schools, there are tought to be no foreign
teachers of languages and cultures of origin working in Greece.
Greek teachers working in other Member States
Inf'ant First Second. Total Status
school stage stage
(Jivil Employees
s e 1'V'S.11  t s
Germany 767 380 197 083 114
:Be 1 g:i. um 
Luxembourg
Netherlands
France
United Kingdom 140 212 140
Denmark
Italy
001 490 550 295 255
.3  Cooperation between the host countxy and countxy of origin
Cooperation between Greece and countries receiving Greek emip:ra.nts
Joint committees of experls have been set up in the Federal Republic
of Germany to organhe tuition in Greek language and culture. In
France, Belgium, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom
relations with the education authorities are the responsibility of
the consular services in those countries.
Cooperation in Greece with the authorities of the countries of origin
No countxy has so far contacted the GreekAlavemment concerning
tui tion in the language and cui ture of origin for children of
migrant workers.EL 6.
Teaoher training
Greek teachers working abroad orprepa.r!.ng for teaching abroad
!,re ..1im.!t1!1I !1l~ ,!u.:;the.!: !X'!:i~iaiL
So far there is no preliminary treining progremme for teachers who
are sent abroad.
Euzthe.!: !~~i~~
The Ministry of Education organizes treining sessions for teachers
assigned to posts abroad.
The  Goethe Institute organizes German language courses for teachers
preparing to work in Ge:zmany. In the 1981/82 academic year, 300 teachers
took part in the Goethe Institute courses and the Ministry of Education
teaching seminars.
.!n=s~:ryi.s. e - t,EL!n!n.€j
The consular services organize in-service treining courses under the
responsibility of educational counsellors.
A number of Lander and universities in the Federel Republic provide
in-service courses. The diplomatic and consular services take part
in the organization of these courses.
In 1980/31 , 131 Greek teachers took part in courses in Frankfurt and
Esslingen.
Greek teachers responsible for pupils returned from abroad
The Teacher Training Research Centre in Athens provides in-service
training for teachers responsible for the reception and remedial
tuition of turned Greek pupils.
No data available.Foreign teachers in Greece
Teaching staff in privs,te interna.tional schools are not appointed by
the Greek Government. There are at present no teachers of the la.ngua.ge
and culture of the countIY of origin working in public schools.
EL 7..IRL 1.
IRELAND
Refe:renoe ~ar 1981/82
1.  Foreign pupils
whose mother tongue is not English
Count:ry Prlma:ry a.n:d secondary education
Belgium
Denmark
116
119
Franoe
Greeoe
Federal Republio of
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
Other
128
130
645, of whom 221 are in Dublin.IRI. 2.
2.  Reoeption armngements
In the first two years  of  primanr sohool, ,reat importa.tl.Oe is attaohed.
to developing the pupl1s'  liwmistio skUll . In most  'Drima;v and
seoond.a.1':Y'  sohools, remedial teaohers are available to help pupils
with language diffioulties.
Some reception classes are organized for Vietnamese refugees.
No statistics are available on the number of foreign PuPils receiving
extra. language tuition.
3.  TUition in the language and culture of oritd.n
1 Twointemational schools the Fra.noo-Irish school a1'.td. the
Germano-Irish school accept pupils of 'lTarious nationalities.
The  French School consists of a nursery school
a primary section
a secondary section affiliated to the
Centre national pour 1 'enseignement
a. distance in France.
Irish:
Other:
Number of pupils 100 French:
The German school consists of a nursery school section
a primary section
a secondary section
NUmber of pupils 298 German. :
Irish and
British: 219
Other 
The teachers' salaries are .covered by the Irish Ministry of Education,
while the Heads' salaries are covered by the French and. German
Governments.
Apart from these two schools in the Dublin area no other schools offer
tuition in the language and culture of origin.IRL 3.
There is no mention of out of school tuition in the language and culture
of origin.
1. A survey on the integration at school of foreign children is
beingoa~ed out. It will be possible to assess the
effectiveness of the reception a:rrangements.
Comments
2. No proviaion has been made to promote the tuition of languages
other than French and German. TheM1nist~is prepared to
respond to any :requests that may be received.
Teachers of the language and culture of ori~
In both the intemationa.l sohools , teaoheJ:'13 of English, Irish and.
:religion are Irish: the other teaoheJ:'13 are French or Gezman.
Educational cooperation between host count:ry: and oauntlY of ori~n
In Ireland
------
Cooperation in the Franco-Irish school is covered by a Franco-Irish
cultural agreement of 1967.
The Germano-Irish Bchool operated without a formal agreement until
Februaxy 1983 when a cuI tural agreement was signed.
Cultural agreements between Ireland and the Netherlands , Belgium,
Greece, Norway and Spain have not given rise to any initiatives
relating to tuition in the language and culture of origin.
Qn! t~d K!n.fid.2m
The Ministry of Education took part in a project to develop teaching
materials foI' Irish migrant workers children in the United Kingdom
(Coventry). Various Ministries subsidize projects of a cultural
nature undertaken by associations of Irish emigrants.4.  Teacher training
!n!t.!.al !~ .!.n.::s.!~i5:.e- t.::a.!.n.!.~
There bein,g so few immigrant children who are widely scattered, no
special training has been initiated. It should, however, be noted that
Irish prima.xy school teachers receive training to teach Irish to
pupils who speak English at home and that teaching English as a
second language is a subject offered in the universities.
Q,o!!M!n,i :
'l'he number of  foreign pupils would seem to justi~y the organization
of periods of in-service training.
IRL 4.1. School statistics
The Italian Govemment has not yet carried out a census of foreign
pupils attendingprima.:r;y and seconda.:r;y schools in Italy.
IT 1.IT 2.
2.  Reoeption arra.n.~ments
lr.!lII!xz !PS! !o.!8! 182, o,!!d!,x;t !O~o.2l! (souola media)
Reoeption arrangements set up under Ministerial oi:roula.r 
4 July 1981 are designed to fa.cili tate the integration  of  foreign
pupils into the Italian school system:
- Italian language and out ture
- Remedial courses in other subjects
- Guided individual study
- Complementary activities
- Remedial teaching.
Foreign pupils may apply for admission to a residential school in the
same conditions as Italian pupils.
Detailed information and statistics on the implementation of the
4 July 1981 circular are not available.
The follcming trends can be discerned, hcmever 
- intensive remedial teaching of Italian is most frequent in the first
years of primaxy school;
- foreign pupils are int egrated with normal teaching activities as soon
as possible; there are no special reception classes but provision is
made for individual or group tuition, language tuition and remedial
teaching;
- pupils rapidly learn Italian.
Comments
1. The Italian Government should be requested to supply statistics on
the number of foreign pupils attending the/various types of schools
the number of pupils attending intensive Italian courses and other
remedial courses.
2. Current reception arrangements apply only at primary and lcmer
secondax:r level. No provision is made at the level of vocational
and technical education, nor at upper secondary school level.IT 3.
3.  Tuition in the lanll:UaRe and oulture  of  orid.n
A. Mt!o.n !n t,he l.!l1PA .!l1s' g,uJ:.t.!!1!. g,f o,p&in 10:!. g,h!l.9i1!,n oj;
!t!l!an .!.m~t!
Und.e:ro Law No 153  of  3 !r!a.%Oh 1971, the following activities are
o:roganized in eight Melllbe:ro States of the Commun:Lty 
- remedial teaching to facilitate the integration of Italian ohildren
into the school environment 
- tuition in the Ita.lian language and culture, generally given outside
school hours;
- preparatory courses leading up to the Italian lower seoonda17 school
certifioate J
... adult education classes, for a.dults or young sohool-lea.vers;
- child-minding centres and nursery schools 
... extra-currioular activities.
19~1L8~ !O!!:.d!.m.!cJ!.a.!:
GERMANY UNITED KINGDOM BELGIUM FRANCE
classes pupils classes pupils classes pupils classes pupils
Remedial teaching 330 272 122 403 413
...
Italian language 1 134 28287 711 9 475 726 10 122 990 15 433
and culture
Lower secondary 132 2 668 272
certificate
Adult education 516 118
Child-minding 558 148
centres nursery
B.choo1s
Ext ra-curricular 191 4 605
...
2104
...
a.ctivi ties
2 524 43 433 860 11 364 908 13 214 997 15 572
xx: xx: xx: xx:
number of classes
xx: number of pupilsIT 4.
NE'lIHERLANDS LUXEMBOURG DmNMARK IRELAND
olasses pupl1s olasses pupils olasses pupils olasses pupils
Remedial teaching
... ...
284
... ... ... ...
Italian language 959 619
and oul ture
Lower seoondar;y
certificate
... ... ... ...
Adult education 494
... ... ... ... ... ...
Child.-minding
... ...
120
... ... ... ...
centres, nureer;y
schools
Ext ra.-ourrioular 215
... ... ... ... ... ...
activities
150 1 712 1048
Summar;y table
Countr;y Number of classes Benefic iariee Financial contribution
or activities by Italian Government
Ge:rmany 2 524 43 433 14 278 (80/8l
(million lire
Belgium 908 13 214 465 (80/81)
France 991 15 512 2 500 (80/81)
United Kingdom 860 11 354 3 200
Netherlands 150 1 112 540 (80/81)
Luxembourg 1 048 340 (80/81)
Denmark
Ireland.
5 543 86 434
13.  Tuition in the language and culture of ori!;in for immigrant children
in Italy
The Ministerial circular of July 1981 in principle authorizes integrated
tui tion in the language and culture of origin for immigrants in primary
and lower secondary school. This tuition may be org;mized by embassies
or consulates, or the Italian education authorities should any educational
problems arise. It is planned to develop cooperation in the field of
education with the consular services.IT S.
In recent yeara pilot projects concerning the early teaching of foreign
languages in primary school have rece1'Ved fresh impetus. Immigrant languages
are eligible for pilot projects.
To date no Member State or non-member country has submitted an application to
the I tal:ia. nGove rnment .
.Q.o.!!!l"~n.!s : - The circular makes no mention of the number of hours a week to
be allocated to languages and cultures of origin in primary and
lower secondaxy schools.
- InstI'llction in the langtlage of origin is not envisaged after
lower secondary school.
3. 2  Teachers of the language and culture of origin
A, !t,!l!8:!! !e~he.!:B_a.:2r.2a,9;
Gauntxy Inspectors Teachers: ansular Employed Total
Heads Seconded employees
ci '11'11 seIl- (not se... contract
vents conded)
Fed. Rep.
Germany 647 281 051
Belgium 161 170
France 114
United Kingdom 128 199
Netherlands
Luxembourg
De m'lla rk 
...
Ireland
... ...
138 340 558
Teaching and non-teaching staff in Italian-State educational and oul tural
institutions abroad will soon be covered by the new legislation. In the past many
teachers were employed by the consulates with the status of temporary
employees and will now become permanent civil servants. Others are employed
on contract by private bodies , public authorities (communes and regions)
or consular authorities (COASCIT).IT 6.
B.  Foreign teachers in Italy
There is no reference to foreign teachers of the mother tongue and culture
in Italy.
Cooperation between host count~ and oauntlY of origin
A. g.o.2P.2~t!OJ! ae!w.2e.!! !t.:::lx !n~ .2,o!!plI!e.!! .!:e.Q.e!v!n~ !t!l!a.:! !.m!~.!!t.!!
The Italian Government has contacted the competent authorities in all the
Member States where there are significant numbers of Italian emigrants to
negotiate the necessary agreements covering the organization of tuition in
the Italian language and culture of origin in cooperation with the
education authorities and with the ordina~ education system in the host
country.
The Italian authorities' action was designed to establish a framework for
cooperation between the host count~ and the homeland and to offer thetr
collaboration on any joint initiatives.
In particular, despite the difficulties associated with the federal structure,
cooperation with  German.v has already borne fruit. The local authorities in
Bavaria, Hessen, Lower Saxony, North Rhine-Westphalia and Rheinland-Pfalz
employ Italian teachers directly for reception classes and integrated classes
in the Italian language.
Guidelines for cooperation between the  Netherlands and Italy have been
established. In primary education, the lOCal authorities will gradually
organize integrated courses in Italian language and culture. The Italian
consular authorities will cooperate in providing educational assistanoe.
In  Denmark, where the Italian community is small, Italian courses will be
given by Italian teachers made available by the Italian Government and
remunerated by the Danish education authoriti~s.
In  Ireland, where the Italian community is ve~ small , a solution will be
worked out in the context of a cultural agreement which is in preparation.
Negotiations are under way with  E.ta..1).p~
ium and-  Luxembourg to establish
methods of cooperation to implement Directive 77 /486jEEc.IT 7.
B. QO.2P,!~t,!o!l !n.....I.1a1..v.....w!th.1h,! !!;u.1h.2:t1t,!e!!, .2f
.....
the
.....
c.2~t.!?-~s
.....
o! .er!g!,n
.....
No Member State or non-member countIj1' has contacted the Italian Government
on this question to date.
4.  Teacher training
Italian teachers serving or preparing to seNe abroad
!n!t,!al !!;n~ !u.rthe,! l~i!li!lg
.....
Meafnlres are being worked out. The only further training action reported
to date is the pilot project in Landau.
=s2.T-E.e
..... 
t.!.'8-!n!n~
In Germany, France , Belgium, the l'Tetherlands and the United Kingdom the
consular se:rvices organize retraining sessions for Italian teachers who
teach Italian pupils. In France updating courses are organized with the
French authorities. Sometimes teachers of both nationalities take part
and sometimes the costs are shared.
In 1981 about 200 (about 13 % of the ~ork fo~)e) received tra.inin~.
Eo!'c!~ !e!.c.he.Es i~ It~l;z
There are none at present.
Comments No permanent arrangements have been made for initial or
further training for Italian teachers appointed to serve
abroad.
No initial, further or in-se:rvice training for Italian
teachers who have or will have foreign pupils in their
classes is reported.L 1.
LUXEMBOURG
Referenoe ;ye$.%' s 1980/81 school ;year
NUmbers  of  foreign pupils
Pre...sohool Primary Special General Teohnioal Part-time
Nationalit;y li!duoation eduoatior education secondary s eo onda ry vocational
1981/82 education education education
:j3elgian 128 421
French 257 804
Geman 132 555
Italian 599 2 692
British
...
Du.tch 197
...
Danish
...
Greek
Irish
Spanish 357
Portuguese 1 476 4 402
Stateless
persons
Other 176 503
976 10 099 104 885 356 1 091 **)
39 % 34.8 % 39. 5 % 49.4 % 29.2 %
* ) 
Primary and extended primary education
**) 
1981/82 school year
1. The attendance vale for technical secondary education and part-time
vocational education is excellent.
2. The attendance vale for general secondary el3.)lcation 113 poor.L 2.
Reoe'DUon ar:ra.nRements
Pre-school education
-----...-----
Foreign children bom in Luxembourg attend nurse%'T sohooh from the age
of four years. There they leam Le1;ze'bu.rge"oh. The QOV'emment envisages
measures to step up the leaming  of  the language at an early age.
lr.!m.!%l ,!d!!O!t!OJ!
Foreign ohlldren whose parents live in Luxembourg for a limited period onl;y
(one to two ;years) ma;y be aooep'ted on the :request of their parents in
in'liemaUonal sohoob or in prlmEu'.Y'  classes with special language arrange...
ments.
Foreign children aged between six and 8 bom in the oount%'T or newly
arrived are integrated 1.1 noma1 olasse.s in which thq receive remedial
teaching where neoessa~.
!!e.2.e~t!o~ .2.I,!s,!e.!!, (fonner system)
Pupils : new arnvals aged between 8 and 12 years
Numbers maximum of 15
Duration: m.a.ximum of one year
Objectives : to enable the pupil to understand one of the languages
used in prima:ry schools French or German, and to express
himself intelligibly in this language.
!!e.2.e~t1:.o!! .!r.ra~2m2n!s (new system)
New reception arrangements are being introduced, which include the
following features
.. one or two reception classes set up in 'schools comprising the six
prima~ classes;
.. in normal classes the pupil pursues courses adapted to his knowledge
(e.g. Portuguese, French and Italian pupils follow classes in French
and. mathematics taught in French in the nomal classes)... .
remedial teaching, on an individual basis or in small groups, is
organized according to needy
.. for every reception class the school has an extra. teacher ~sponsible
for .remedial teaching and contact s with the parents, in addition, he
is responsible together with the reception class teacher for the
individual supezv1sion of the pupils.
!nie,as!",,! !~se_o~.!:EI!.
Where the number of pupils is too small to justify setting up a reception
class, foreign children are integrated into normal classes. They then
learn, on an ind.iv.idual basis or in small groups , the langUI).ges used for
teaching (Frenoh and. Geman) and Letzeburgesoh. The necessary staff to
organize remedial teaching is assigned to the schools according to need.
!!es:.o.!i!II ,!d,!!c!t!o.a
The new arrivals aged between 12 and 15 years are ohannelled either
towards a short oourse of vocational training appropriate to their
linguistic knowledge or to an intensive course in German and Frenoh
lasting one or two years.
Statistics
1981/82 school year
Pupils in reception classes : prima:ry education
Nationali ty Number As % of primary pupils
of the same nationality
Belgian
French
Italian
Spanish
Dutch 1.00
Portuguese 276
Other
Luxembourg '*)
352
'*) Children of Luxembourg migra.nta returning to the country.
L 3.L 4.
SeoondaIY education
No statistics available.
Comments : 1. The new reo.eption arrangements introduced in primary education
are very well adapted to the multilingual situation in
Luxembourg sohools.
2. The reception st1'l1Otures in seoondaxy education appear to be
ina.dequa. te.
3.  Tn tion in the lan~~ and culture of origin
.In! ep- t~d- 8!!~a!i 2.It..
Some experiments in the integrated teaching of the language and culture of
origin are currently being carried out in  primary schools
Languages in question: Italia,n and Portuguese
Number of hours per week: two
New timetable arrangements allowing the integrated system to be extended will
be proposed at the beginning of the new school year in autumn 1983.
No provision is made at secondaxy level for integrated tuition in the language
and cul tures of origin.
!e!!;c.!!i~lt-oE;t!i~e ..:the
.... 
s2-hE-ol !Y!t~m
....
Teaching of Italian and Portuguese outside the school system is organized
by the Italian and Portuguese consulates for children of primaxy and
secondaxy level. Classes are given four hours per week.
The local authorities make school premises available to the consulates. In
some cases , a nominal rent is paid.
Comments : 1. There is no link between the tuition provided outside the
school system in the language and culture of origin and the
Luxembourg teaching syllabuses and methods;
2. The integrated tuition of tVfo hours per week being introduced
seems insufficient; its implementation is late in relation to
the date of the entxy into force laid down by Directive
77/486.
3. There is no integrated tuition in the language and culture of
origin at secondaxy level.L 5.
Ij;'faohers of the lanws.g:e and culture of orid.n
Foreign teaohers responsible fo~ tuition in thei~ language and culture of
origin during o:r outside school hours are appointed and paid 'by their
oonsulate. They bs.ve the status of seconded offioial or a special
oonsu.la:r status.
The consular services are responsible for inspeotion and the organization
of tuition.
Number of foreign teachers: Italian 11 (1981/82)
Portuguese
. . .
Educational coopemtion between host countIY and countIY of origin
Bilateml agreements have been concluded with Italy, Portugal, Spain and
Yugoslavia.
Educational cooperation between the Luxembourg sohool authorities and the
consular service is becoming established in the context of integrated
classes in the mother tongue.
4.  Teacher training
~U2Se.!!!b2.u..!EL t~a~h2.r~
Initial training
A number of students from the teacher training colleges receive training
preparing them for work with immigrant children. The training involves
- information on the countxy of origin
- study of an immigrant language
- teaching methods for work with immigrant children.
In-sewice training
Teachers in employment have the opportunity of learning the language of
the country of origin and following course
,,?, 
in that countXY'
No statistics are available.
.!o.::e~~ .!e~~e!8-
The Luxembourg authorities do not organize any further or in-sewice
training for foreign teachers. The Italian and Portllgu.ese consulates
organize in-sewioe training sessions for their teachers.Comments : 1. In-service training facilities ax-e clearly ina.dequ.a.te.
2. No common training for national and fox-eign teachers is
envisaged.
L 6.NL 1.
Number of foreign. pupils by nationality and. level
Referenoe year: 1980/81
PrimaX',y'  education Seoondary education
Nursery sohool
LBO MOO
OI'dinary Speoial HAVO
MAVO
Be 1 gi 'UJJI 133 690 471 224
Denmark
Federal Republic 622 2469 104 1 457 594 102
Gennany
France 140 222 123
Ireland
2::
Luxembourg
Italy 508 150 115 135 491
United Kingdom 559 1 402 840 216
Total for the
Eu.ropean Coll11llunity 2 009 7 058 311 4069 1562 291
Yugoslavia 699 994 165 134
Greece 204 616 171
Turkey 7 812 21 1341 830 501 6 083 143
Spain 834 2 446 122 801 655
Portugal 484 227 323 368
Algeria
Morocc 0 5 553 030 411 893 2 809
Tunisia 123 142
Other countries 904 6 622 258 2 912 1 532 301
Total 20 100 999 2 129 884 J3 296 891Reception arran~ments
NL 2.
The organizing bodies are responsible for the teaching methods and programmes
used in nursez:y and primaz:y schools. The Ministz:y for Education and Science
can therefore not influence the choice of reception methods or models:
its activities are limited to creating the conditio:ns which make it possible
to implement a reception teaching methodology.
These conditions are as follows
in nursez:y school
for 7 to 15 children who do not
5 additional teachers;
for 15 to 24 children who do not
1 additional teacher.
in primaz:y school
speak Dutch OX' who speak it ina.dequa tely :
speak Dutch or who speak it inadequately:
A. Foreign pupils who have been enrolled, for less than 2 years in a Dutch
school:
less than 7 pupils
from 7 to 8 pupils
from 9 to 11 pupils
from 12 to 14 pupils
from 15 to 16 pupils
1 additional timetable unit
2 additional timetable units
3 additional timetable units
4 addi tiona,l timetable units
5 additional timetable units
then 1 additional timetable unit for eve~ 2 pupils.
Oneaddi tional timetable unit (school tijd) corresponds to approximately
2 1/2 hours per wMk.
The school week comprises 11 timetable units.
Eleven timetable units correspond to o:ne full-time teaohingpost.
B. Foreign pupils who have been enrolled for more than 2 years in a Dutch
school
7 to 15 pupils
16 to 24 pupils
25 to 33 pupils
34 to 42 pupils
1 additional timetable unit
2 additional timetable units
3 additional timetable units
4 additional timetable unitsNL 3.
43 to 52 pupils
53 to 63 pupils
64 to 75 pupils
76 to 88 pupils
89 to 102 pupils
Example
A school with 100 category A
pupils and 100 category B pupils
is entitled to 56 additional
timetable units (which corresponds
to 5.1 full-time teachers).
The freedom of educational establishments in this matter and the multiplicity
of organizing bodies make it impossible to give a comprehensive description
of the reception models used.
Four basic types may, however, be identified:
1. "Immersion" method
Pupils who do not speak Dutch are put in a nonnal class for their age
and taught individ-ually or in groups of two to four for at least one
period per day until they have a sufficient knowledge of the language.
This method is very widely used.
2. National reception classes
The duration is from 1 to 2 years.
Ob.iectives : Intensive learning of the Dutch language
social integration
adaptation of lmowledge
pursuit of general education in the language of origin.
3. National schools
Schools attended exclusively by pupils of a single foreign nationality
but following the syllabuses and using the methods applied in Dutch
schools. This is the method used where there is a high concentration of
pupils of a single nationality.
4. Bilingual transition classes
2 initial years 50 % of classroom time in the language of origin
50 % of classroom time in Dutch
I to 2 timetable units per week in the
language of origin
The first and second year classes are linked with Dutch classes.
4 subsequent years :NL 4.
In seoonda~ school
The secondary schools are free to organize intemational transition classes
internationale soh8.kelklassen), to replace the transition year (b1'l1gjaar)
followed by all pupils entering secondary school.
The seoondary school option is ohosenon entry to the second Y'ear.
Objeotives intensive Dutoh course foX' new arrivals or classes to
improve knowledge of Dutoh.
In the first stage of secondary school, the schools are entitled, in the
same waY' as primary schools, to additional teachers to supe1'll'ise  pupils
who do not know Dutoh or have an insufficient knowledge of the language.
General measures
To improve the quality of teaching offered to foX'eign. pupils the Ministry
of Education and Soience supports informational and advisory activities
teaching research and the development of teaching materials.
National coordinators are responsible for providing special assistance.
Regions or towns which have a large number of foreign. pupils are entitled
to emploY' educational advisers with special responsibilitY' for immigrant
teaching.
Statistics
The following is a breakdown based on estimates bY' the coordination
departments of the Ministries of Education and Science, showing the
numbe1S of 'pupils benefiting from reception arrangements:
88 fa of foreign. pupils in nursexy schools (approximately 22 000);
26 fa of foreign. pupils in primary schools (apprax:imatelY' . 16 000);
20 fa of foreign pupils in first-stage secondaX'y school
(approximately 5 000).NL 5.
Comments 1. The oX'ganizing bodies have the task of giving effect to
a reception teaching methodology. The State inspectorate
is responsible for monitoring the use of public funds
allocated to them.
2. .The "immersion" method can only be used where the number of
pupils who do mot know Dutch is very- small.
3.  Tui tion in the lan~ge and culture of origin
1 .!u!S!Il !.chO,2I,!
The
' .
addi tional staff made available to primaI'y schools 'are sometimes
used to teach the language and culture of origin to the same oategoX'y
in nurseI'y school.
In Prima.:r;y school
In principle, two timetable units per week in ordina.I'y sohool may be
made available for the tuition of the language and culture of origin.
Most schools allocate onl1 one timetable unit for this purpose.
The costs (staff, school premises, teaching materials) are borne by
the Minist~ for Education and Science.
Minimum number of pupils per course 10.
The school is entitled to one timetable unit for eve:ry group of
10 foreign pupils or fraction thereof.NL 6.
Organization :- during school hours, in the pupils' own. school;
- during school hours, assembling pupils in a particular
school in the district,
-outside normal school hours, where pupils are widely dis...
persed.
Responsibility: the headmaster of the school in which the course is held.
Teaching material : generally provided by the oonsulates.
In the various types of  reception olasses , part of the general teaching
programme is given in the mother tongu.e.
In  national schools. tuition in the la.nguage and culture ot origin is
generally given for a. maximum of 1 hours per week. Certain parts of the
general education programme may be given in the language of origin.
In seoond.a.nr school
'lWo hours per week may be provided on an experimental basis.
The languages offered at present are Italian, Turkish, Arabic and Chinese.
2 Statistics
The Ministxy for Education andScienoe estimates that 80 ~ of foreign
pupils in primaxy schools are foIl owing a course in the language and culture
of origin.
In secondary school, less than 1 ~ of pupils are following an. integrated
course in the language and culture of origin.
The Ministry has no statistics on  tuition outside the school syStem
organized by some foreign oonsulates.
Comments 1. The administrative arrangements for tuition. in the la.n.gua.ge
a.nd culture of origin in primaxy schools are remarkable.
They are not fully exploited by the schools.NL 7.
2. The experimental measures taken at seoonda.:r.r level are
olearly inadequate.
3. A new ministerial circular on tuition in the la.ngu.a.ge and
ou! tu:re of origin to the issued shortly will :regulate this
matter at primaIj" and seconda.Ij" level.
Teachers of the la.n.gua.ge and culture of origin
The teache:rs of the language and culture of origin are employed by the
organizing bodies in the State sector (local authorities) and the subsidized
sector. The pay for foreign teachers corresponds to that for a Dutoh
teacher who has not completed his training.
Foreign. teachers have the opportunity of following a further training course
enabling them to acquire full Dutch qualifications , giving them the same
status as Dutch teachers.
Several Italian teachers are provided for the schools and rellIWlerated by
the Italian Consulate.
The State inspectorate 'supervises tuition in the language and culture of
origin. The nomal teaching departments , which have additional staff for
this purpose in regions with a. high immigrant density, are responsible
for the educational side.
Educational cooperation between the Netherlands and the courttries of orip;in
The Kingdom of the Netherlands has concluded bilateral agreements under
cultural treaties with Italy, Spain, Turkey, YUgoslavia and Morocoo.
Joint working parties with particular responsibility for adapting tuition
in the language and culture of origin in Dutch schools were set up by the
Netherlands on the one hand and Italy, Turkey and Yugoslavia on the other.
A joint Spanish / Dutch working party is currently being set up.NL 8.
4.  Teacher t:re.ininp:
Dutoh teachers
Primazy. nursezy and special education
Initial tra.inin~
The teacher tminingoolleges in immigrant areas offer optional courses
on teaching methodology for immigrants.
In-servioe t:re.ining
Annual in-service tmining courses on the teaching of oultuml minorities
are provided by 44 teacher training oolleges.
2. Ol!r,!e - o.:2j2,o!ixe
To provide teachers with a reference framework for their experience,
knowledge and aptitudes with regard to the teaching of pupils of different
cultural origins; teaching content and organization for a multicultural
target population.
Course duration: 36 hours
Number of participants in 1981  1 350
Since 1982, a special course for teachers responsible for Moluccan pupils
has been organized by three teacher training colleges.
Course duration  60 hours
Number of participants : 80 per year
Seconda:ry education
Annual courses on the teaching of young foreigners are provided by
11 secondary school teacher-training establishments.
Ob" ecti ve Acquisition of knowledge, aptitudes and attitudes needed
for intercultural education.
Content First part (30 hours)
The countries of origin and their education systems, Islam and other
religions , cu1t1.lres and cultural differences , methodology for theNL 9.
acquisition of a second language, educational- policy in the Netherlands;
and reception of foreign pupils into secondary education.
Second part (30 hours)
More detailed study of some of the themes in the first part, Dutch as a
second language, home economics and hygiene, drawing, pmotioal work
(textiles in particular), foreign languages, technical subjects and
special subjects.
Course duxe.tion: 60 hours
Number of participants 700 per year (since 1982).
A course on \fork with specific groups of girly of foreign origin is
offered to  female teachers and instructors in Amsterdam
Course duration: 60 hours
Number ofparticipa.n.ts : 80 per year (since 1982)
Foreign teachers
A further training course was introduced on 1 August 1981 for foreign
primary school teachers. On completion of the course , following an
examination, a .diploma. is awarded entitling holders to teach in Dutch
primary schools.
The course comprises three parts
1. 240 hours Dutch language and culture
2. 120 hours information on Dutch society
3. 36 hours teaching atmosphere in Dutch schools
Dutch education system.
Ni.unber of participants : 80 per year.
Location Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Hengelo.
A course was introduced on I August 1982 for foreign secondary school
teachers!i nterpreters.
Course duration: 60 hours
Number of participants 60 per year.
Comments 1. In-service training provision' is remarkable.
2. An initial course of specific training for teachers
in primary schools and the first stage of secondary
schools should be introduced.UK 1.
UNITED KINGDOM
1.  Numbers of foreign pupils
The Government of the United Kingdom has not yet conducted a survey of
foreign pupils attending primary or seoonda.ry schools.
According to a Government estimate, the :number of' pupils aged betwee:n
5 and 16 years whose first language is not Eng1:l.sh is somewhere between
375 000 and 500 000, 100 000 of' whomliV'e in Greater LondonJ Scotland,
Wales and Northern I reland together have scarcely 10 000 pupils whose
first language is not English, leaving aside Welsh and Gaelic.
The 1981 Labour Survey revealed that of 12 088 000 heads of houshold
surveyed, 1 382 000 (11.4 ~) indicated that they were of foreign
origin.
Some 97 000 heads of household (0.8 ~) come from other Member States
of the Community (not counting Ireland).UK 2.
2.  Reception arra.n.p;ements
The Local Education Authorities (LEA) are responsible for organizing
pre-school, primazy and secondary ed'llCation.  Numbering 125, these
authorities are required to provide appropriate teaching for all pupils
without an adequate command of the English language. In the absence of
LEA reporlis it is impossible to give a comprehensive sununazy of the
measures taken to receive pupils whose mother tongue is not 'English.
There are four types of reception facilities
o The children who begin  primaI7 ed'llCation at the age of 5 are generally
put in an ordinary class. They learn English by contact with their
peers and by participating in the activities of their-class.
0 The most widely used facility is the  reception class . Its objective
is remedial language teaching and integration into the life of the
school. Numbers are generally lower than the average. Transition to
a normal class is decided on an individual basis by the teaching
staff. The language used for teaching in the reception classes is
English.
0 Some authorities have set up 
reception centres (language centres)
in which pupils receive intensive training in English and can also
take part in the non-language activities (sports, singing, do-it-
yourself activities of the school to which the centre is attached.
The reception centres are particularly appropriate for new arrivals
aged between 8 and 16 years. Pupils remain in the centre until they
have a sufficient practical lcnowledge of English. The decision to
transfer to a normal class is made on an individual basis and may
be taken at any time in the school year. The length of stay in the
reception centre rarely exceeds one school year.
Group teaching, used in primary schools , makes it possible to offer
a large variety of linguist ic t raining, from remedial teaching for
pupils already using English to intensive courSes for new arrivals.UK 3.
The reception centres and classes generally have teachers speoiali~ed
in the teaching of English as a. foreign language (E2L teachers).
SpedaHst teachers are also appointed to provide remedial teaching
for pupils assigned to' normal olasses.
There are also reception faciliti9a provided for certain categories
of refugees - generally ~eoeption oentres.
other measures
1. In "'ales and the Gaelio-speaking regions of Scotland ,measures are
being taken to teach immigrant children Welsh or Gaelio, the working
languages used for some of the teaching.
2. In 1979, the Government set up an independent Committee of Inqui~
into the Education of Children from Ethnio Minority Groups (the
Swann Committee). This Committee will submit i~s final report in
1983.
3. A large number of Urban Programme projects are devoted to the education
of the children of ethnic minorities.UK 4.
4. The Local Government Aot of 1966 (Seotion 11) makes it possible
to create posts subsidhed to 75 % by the Government for specialist
teachers (E2L) assigned to reception activities.
5. The 1916 Race Relations Aot protects pupils against any discrimination
based on ethnic origin.
2 Statistics
Reference year, :1981/82
Number of pupils having received special language tuition: 104 000
(1  oJ,  approximately of pupils subject to statutory schooling).
Number of specialist teachers assigned to reception activities
1 900.
Breakdown 9f pupils between the various reception facilities
reception centres
reception classes
oJ,
70 %
23  oJ, other methods
Comments
1. The United Kingdom report make.s no mention of reception
facilities in pre-school education.
2. Primary education reception facilities are satisfactory.
3. Measures on behalf of new arrivals between 12 and 16 years
appear to be taken only in rec~ption centres.UK 5.
3.  Tuition in the lanp:ua.p:e and culture of origin
.!n1e~~t!d e:!u.2.a!i.2n 
!Iim2:IZ !d~!t.!o.!!
Tui tion in the language and culture of origin of immigrant minoI'i ties
is beginning to gain ground in school timetables. No figures are given
regarding the number of hours per week.
~e!?o!!~IZ .2d!~p!!!:t!o.!!
Frenoh, German, Spanish and Italian are among the options. traditionally
offere.d in secondary schools. The options vary from one school to
another. Minority languages are making a hesitant appearanoeamong
these options as a foreign language.
~d~c!!!:t!o.!! ,2u!s!d~ 1h! E.cho,21 s.ls!e!!
Education outside the school system, provided in community-run centres
is relatively well develop.ed. It is provided in the evening, Saturday
or Sunday on premises rented by the immigrant communities or in
school premises made available by the 10013.1 authorities. The number
of hours per week varies from between three to ten.
Some local authorities (LEA) grant subsides for the renting of premises,
purchase of teaching materials and sometimes the remuneration of
teaohers, Other local authorities charge a rent for the use of school
premises.
There are sometimes links with the formal education system, with
contacts being made between teachers and classes and advisers in
charge of multi-racial education coordina.,ting activities in or outside
the school system.
Most of the migI'ant languages are accepted by examining boards for
ordinary or advanced level qualifications (0 level , A level). These
qualifications are taken into account in ca:Iculating the number 
subjects which pupils are reqUired to take to obtain a school leaving
certificate.UK .
statistics
Number of children receiving tuition in the language and ouI ture of origin:
43 000 *)
of which
e. 11. 5 % of 315 000
or 8.6 % of 500 000
integrated tuition: 8 300 *)
tui tion outside the school system: 34 100 *)
*) Government estimate (DES)
number of languages taught
Urdu 500 pupils
Punjabi 600
Italian 600
Gujerati 500
Spanish 900
Hindi 100
Modem Greek 300
Chinese 100
Polish 900
Bengali 500
integrated tuition and tuition
outside the school system,
primary and secondary level
Qpmments
1. Even according to the most favoura-ble estimates integra-ted tuition in the
language and culture of origin is offered to only 2. 2 % of pupils whose
first language is not English (50 % of these pupils are concentrated in
12 LEAs).
2. The number of pupils receiving tuition outside the school system in the
language and cuI ture of origin is not accurately known and is probably
underestimated (see the results of the Mother Tongue Teaching Directory'
Survey, Institute of Education, University .of London).
. The charging of "rent for tuition in the language and culture of origin
seems incompatibLe with art. 3 of the Directive.
Government estimate (DillS)UK 7.
Teachers of lan,g:ua.p:e and culture of orip:in
The teachers responsible for integrated tuition courses in the language
and culture of origin generally speaking have qualified teacher status
in the United Kingdom.
The Government does not supe!Vise in any way teachers employed by the
communities.
In Some cases the teachers provided by the consular se!Vices teach in
the school system. They hold diplomas authorizing them to teach in their
own countz:y at primaz:y or secondaIY leyel.
Educational cooperation between the host countzyand countzy of orip:in
The United Kingdom has signed a number of cultural agreements with other
Member States since 1948. Biannual meetings between governments provide
an opportunity -to discuss problems of cooperation in educational matters.
Despite the existence of bilateral agreements , the Government of the
United Kingdom is not in a position to bind primaz:y or secondaIY schools.
Meetings with the embassies of other countries have been in connection with
the implementation of Directive 77/486. Certain LEIls have made
arrengements with embassies or consulate.s regarding the provision of
teachers.
4.  Teacher traininp:
In.!, t.!,al:. !~i~i!!lL
Most of the teacher training colleges provig.,f,! courses in the teaching of
English ~s a second language, the cultural and linguistic diversity of
British society, and race relations.UK b.
The oultu:ra.ldiversity of Britieh society is likewiee taken into account
in other eubjects such as hieto~ and musio, for example. In many
eetablishmente , the etudents may take a postgraduate certificate in
education, Specializing in one of the above themee.
72 % of collegee indicated in 1981/82 that thayoffer initial
tmining in the teaching of foreign pupile;
5 % of the colleges intended to introduce t:ra.ining of this
kind.
!n=s~:r:2:i~e - t.!'8.,!n,!n,8'
The subjects offered by the establishments providing in-service tmining
are the same as those offering initial training. SeIVing teachers may
be relieved of all or part of their teaching duties to receive training
leading to a formal qualification. Short-term seoondment ie also possible.
Some establishments offer induction courses 
for  teachers newly appointed
to posts in schools with a large proportion of immigrant children.
The LEAs and  Her  Majesty S Inspectorate of Schools organize induction
courses , weekend seminars, lectures and meetings in schools. The policy
is to make the greatest possible number of newly appointed teachers
aware of the problems and to provide further training 
for  a small number
of experienced teachers, so that these mayaot as a sou:roe of information
and experience  for  their oolleagu.es.statistics
53 % of teacher training colleges took part in in-sezvioe training
schemes in 1981/82; 1 % have expressed the intention of organizing
training of this kind.
Approximately 10 000 teachers were excused 200 000 hours of teaching
in 1981/82.
Further or in-servioe training of foreign teachers
The Italian Embassy organizes in-sezvioe training for Italian teachers
made available to LEAs or appointed to teach outside the sohool system.
Conunents :
The facilities for initial , further and in-sezvice training are
noteworthy.
Teachers of the language and culture of origin with qualified
teacher .status have a.coess to all the training courses available.
There .appears to be no facility for joint training of British
teachers and teachers with consular status.
No mention is made of any facility for the in-sezvice training
of teachers in community centres , although they represent more
than 80 'to of the staff responsible for tuition in the languages
and cuI tures of origin.
UK 9.